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Poetry
The Beach
Waves crashing against the beach
The salt water smell in the air
A thousand voices screaming and yelling
Everyone having a good time
People surfing, boogie boarding
Looking at the fish in the coral reef
The plastic bottles being carried into the sea
Training Wheels
Riding down the sidewalk
Still learning how to write
Dad holding my seat as I ride my bike
Down the hill, ready for the first
says
I feel his hand let go of my seat
And I fly down the hill
Swerving left and right
Until I finally look up
And ride
Car
Driving down the highway
Hands stiff on the wheel
Hoping to not crash
Taking the exit
Almost home
Nearly there
No more of this
Until the car in front stops suddenly
I slam on the brakes
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I mow the lawn
I do the dishes
I take out the trash
I feed the dog
I brush the cat
I do the laundry
I clean my room
I do these things
To my dismay

They yell at me
But I do it for my own reason

Bark at me dog
Scratch me cat
Rain on me nature

One reason alone
And that reason is
I get paid to do this
Retail Workers
I stock the shelves
I help the customers
I work at checkout
I restock the food
And fill the toys section
Yell at me customer
Fire me boss
Annoy me children
I just work here
All I need is a job
So I can keep my house
And support myself
And make it into college
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My Story
When I was young, I created a story
Inside of my mind
Outside in my front lawn
I had every character memorized, measured to perfection
I hoped it could be written it
And did so in a flash
A daring story
A land of purple people
With a flat, circular planet
I remembered the story just recently
In the season of winter
And wondered if I could publish it
I danced and celebrated at its success
And wanted to write even more
Alaska
Oh, Alaska
With your lucious white mountains, filled with snow
Your rolling green hills, with flowers abloom
Your beautiful wildlife, with amazing animals
That bring beauty to your great land
Your cities full of bright light
And the people that live there
However, over the years
We have begun to disgrace your land
Pollution and waste
Trash that the animals can eat
And in the water, oil
Accompanied by plastic
That hurt the animals
And destroy their ecosystem
But still, there are those
That keep the environment clean
That help the animals
And clean the waters
Making national parks reserves
To protect everything you are.
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Great Grandfather
I wish I knew you
Before you were gone
You drifted away
Just a moment to soon
I wish I knew you
Seen you smile
You were gone
Just like that
Never to be seen again

Seen your photos
But I wish I knew you
The REAL you
Not just hear the stories
And see the photos
But to see the real you
And hear your real voice
To be able to sit with you
And listen
I never go to know you
And I wish I did
To learn things from you
And listen to your stories
But now I know
That your in a better place
That your happy where you are
And that your watching over me
And I know that I can be happy
That you will always be with me
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Juliana Kline
"I Miss You, Dad"
I move away
I am never able to stay
It's not by choice
And I don't have a voice
Home is where the army sends us
Is starting to sound ridiculous
I miss you Dad
And you've missed some of the times we could've had
It's not your fault that you have to go
You're saving the world
So I put in a brave face and I try not to let my sadness show
I love you and I love what you do
You're inspiring when the world around us is crumbling
I strive to be like you
Because you're always so kind, so honest, so true
But it's hard when your gone
And a year seems so long
Not completely knowing whether you will come home
I sit in class and my mind starts to roam
To dangerous thoughts
Of dangerous places
And knowing that's where you are
Halfway across the world, but looking up at the same stars
When you left for the first time
I remember sitting down and crying
That was before I could really understand
That you had to leave to save this land
This land where we live
And take for granted
The land that you fight for
And that all military do
This land that is protected by you
The second time you left for war
I was a little older
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And I was expected to be stronger
I still cried
At the thought that you could've died
But you were able to come back
Fully intact
The third time came around
When you left us again
We got into a routine and we tried to pretend
That it was alright
And that you were just barely out of sight
But reality kicked in
And I was starting to wonder how long it had been
Since I saw your face
And I was in your arms
Since I heard your voice
Even though you were in my heart
When you came home,
I had never been happier
I cried with tears of joy and laughter
This was it
This was the end
We were all together
And that was supposed to last forever
But we got some news a few years later
That you had to go back for the good of the greater
I was devastated
I could barely breathe
Knowing that once again you had to leave
Your fourth time going
And me once again not knowing
If you'd be okay
And if I'd make it through the day
That year was hard
And I'm still scarred
It would've been easier if you were here
But you helped out more over there
I'm so thankful you are back home
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With your family where you belong
So if I have to leave my friends and my school
Then it's a small sacrifice for all that you do
"Insane"
Do I ever cross your mind
At night when you can't sleep?
And if I cross your mind,
Do you remember the good things?
Do you think of me in the mornings?
Are you waiting for that text?
Do you find yourself wishing
That my head was on your chest?
I miss the feeling of your quickening heart beat
And I'm starting to feel the heat
The echoes of your name in my brain
Like the pattering of the rain on a window pane
Is driving me insane
You're driving me insane
And I know I will be okay
Because that's what they all say
But thinking of you is driving me insane
Do I ever cross your mind
When you turn for your best friend and realize I'm gone?
And if I cross your mind
Do you remember all the things that went wrong?
Do you think of me at midnight?
Looking up at those stars
You know I'd watch them for hours
Whisking me away so far
You know all my secrets
Now that's my biggest regret
You took all I have
And you left me wanting it back
But I still miss the
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Feeling of your quickening heart beat
And I'm dying to just to feel the heat
The yelling of your name in my brain
Like the incessant drilling of the rain on a window pane
Is driving me insane
You're driving me insane
And I just wish to be okay
It no longer matters what they say
But thinking of you is driving me insane

You think your the best
Better than the rest
You think the world revolves around you

You think everyone adores you
You feel you deserve a statue
A plaque with your name
You crave all the fame
You put others down
And try to show off your crown
But the crown is made of plastic and lies
And I can see through the plans you devise
owd
And for that you are proud
It may seem like a big achievement

You cheat and lie and steal

You do it all for kicks

You
You disgust me with your deceit
And annoy me when you try to act sweet
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When you try to destroy
All the lives around you for some fun

And you get to stay
Or locked away on a forgotten shelf

So goodbye and farewell

"Life Is Hard"
Life is hard
Life's not fair
I've been taught that since I was little
But it's still hard to bare
To bare the truth about what going on
It's hard to continue to live
When everything seems like it's going wrong
To forget what we had between us is not possible for me
I don't know how you got over this
Because thinking about it, it's still hard to breathe
To breathe the fresh air and try to get a new perspective
It's so challenging when my brain is so selective
Thinking about the good times
Thinking about the bad
I'm so mixed up and confused
Emotions have gone mad
With everything out of place
I'm trying to stay complete
But I gave you a part of me
So that concept seems obsolete
Trying to imagine a different ending
I want a better story
This is no fairytale
And you were never meant for me
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"Stressed About Things I Can't Control"
1 a.m. and I can't sleep
Mind flooding with thoughts of him and me

And I
My emotions take over and anxiety has run amuck

ing down the rabbit hole
I take on too much
And am left with the loss of touch
And I wish I could learn how to cope
I know what to do

onna drop one
And damage the rest in the downfall
Nothing is going anywhere

"He Chose Her"
I had hoped for a better ending
But nothing seemed to be going right
red of pretending

This happens to me a lot
You think that the pain would eventually be less
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But it most certainly is not
I knew that this was coming
ve
I could hear my heart beat drumming
All I wished to do was leave
To run away from the repetitive thoughts
And the emotions starting to swirl
But instead my head started to whirl
A rush of unpleasant feelings
A welling of my tears
As my mind started to process things
They were coming true... my fears
I knew what he was going to say
Before the words left his lips
This had been dreadful day
And my heart began to rip
Worse than being turned down
as good
As another girl in town
So now is when I finally stood
The drama and the pain
I knew that leaving then wouldn't settle the score
Yet I still ran into the rain
The water was running down my face
And soaking into my clothes
I knew that I had lost the race
Because of who he chose
"Weren't The Right Guy"
I can't sleep
Because I'm staying up thinking about you
It's pathetic and weak
But I can't get you out of my mind
You moved on long ago
But I'm still stuck in November
When everything was new
And you weren't with her
I'm replaying our conversations
Trying to figure out what went wrong
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When you left, no hesitation
Everyday without you felt so long
My dreams were crazy
But you kept me sane
Now my dreams are the only place
I get to see your face
I can't focus on what's right
When you left me feeling wrong
It's annoying and absurd
That I let you string me along
You kept me in the dark
Even when I begged for light
You left me a mess
That's far from alright
I'm relieving each perfect moment
Searching for one flaw
You must've seen in me
When I was being open, honest, and raw
My life was crazy
But you kept me safe
Now my life without you is so damn plain
I can't take a minute
To think without you in it
It's frustrating and hard
To love when you put up that guard
I'm thinking about how you held me
How safe I felt
But I'm tired of the doubting
And I'm done letting my heart down
My perspective has changed
Since you left me high and dry
Took me to long to know
That you weren't the right guy

"Overthought Dreams"
Can someone please explain to me
Trapped inside this body of mine
Hopeless when surrounded by inspiration
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Confined in the borders of my situation
Lost in an open field
Lonely yet so close to home
Set in my ways until my thoughts start to roam
Wishing there was an escape of my mind
Wishing that I could break free of this bind
Tired, confused and frustrated the most
Just trying to smile and put on a show
Its hard enough fitting in
No thought or action gets left alone
I
Because I find it impossible to be let go and me be me
I hold on to things that have been long gone
Every little thing I do, is somehow wrong
Trying to do everything without any help

I live a life full of overthought dreams

"Too Attached"
your face
And missing you is such a disgrace
The way you smiled and the way you laughed
Letting go is hard to do
And I struggle everyday just to get through
Your heart beating close to mine
Makes me feel like we were of one kind
Staying up late thinking about your words
You made me feel like I was free
We were talking about what it could be
When things ended suddenly
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Like the wind was knocked out of me
I'm trying to recover now
Standing back up on two feet
Is harder than I thought it would be
I thought it was special, what we had
But I was wrong and you lied
And because of that I still cry
I opened up and let you in
I thought I forgave you
But I must be lying to myself too
Because trust is hard to come by
I trusted you because you made me feel alive
Deep regret for telling you things
Because thinking about us still stings

"Oblivious"
I see you standing there
Completely unaware
Of the effect you have on me

My head is flooding with thoughts
g caught
Like I did something wrong
But what did I do?
I fell in love with you
Love is a natural thing

It was fine in the beginning
But now everything is spinning
A
Like a ship at sea in a stormy ocean
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When there is such a disturbance
Going on around me
I need to call it off
ore contagious than a cough

When I feel like such an idiot
How could I fall for you again
Or did I just pretend
You were different from everyone else
all right
Next to a guy like you before
You have that effect on me
And you seem so carefree
Does what we do
Not effect you
Are you just that naive?
That I would be okay with just this
And nothing more than just a kiss
Am I not worth more to you?
Is that really true?
Because it seems that way now
Yet you can never know how I feel

I thought you were different
That you were all I envisioned

"How Did I Get Here"

I just know that things are so different than they used to be.
alize that things were changing as they were changing
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The trip was winding with all of my fears
Darkness and desperation
Drowning while looking for inspiration
Waiting for hope
Struggling for purpose
Fighting for acceptance
Inner battles
Life all around me rattles
Finding myself surrounded by glass, shattered
Looking deeply into a cut finger
When my leg is completely dismembered

"Don't Tell Me"
You tell me you like me
But you tell me too late
You tell me you want me
But I know that's fake
You tell me you're here for whatever comes next
But you're only here for when I'm at my best
So don't tell me it's okay
When you know it's all wrong
Don't tell me I've got what it takes
When you know I'm not strong
Don't tell me I'll fit on alright
When I don't belong
You told me it was okay
Then you strung me along
You say you'll call me back
But I need you now
You say I'm right on track
But I'm still on the ground
You say you're ready for more
So why are you acting like I'm a chore
Don't tell me I'm fine
When I'm clearly not
Don't tell me I overthink
When you can't express a thought
Don't tell me it's not a choice
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You just don't want to get caught
Cause when you tell me it's fine
It hurts more than we fought
Go do what you want
You're done with the show
I'm giving up
Cause you need control
So don't tell me it's okay
When you know it's all wrong
Don't tell me I've got what it takes
When you know I'm not strong
Don't tell me I'll fit all right
When I don't belong
You told me it's okay
Then you strung me along

Josephine Maria Le Jeune:
Bread of Life
The sweet prayers,
Drip off your tongue, like a spicy honey.
Singing hymns at mass,
While growing up side by side.
Learning everything from Jesus,
To how it feels when you hold my hand.
Working together to make this hour
Less than holy, but more than wasted time.
The only person I can be real with,
Expose my true thoughts,
Though you made up most of them.
Even when you call me at 2am.
Sacrificing my sleep,
And with it my good judgment
Goes down the drain.
And I willingly drink from the same cup,
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Burning too hot

Nothing here will bloom,

Like a hell that's bearable,
You come into my mind.
Convincing and unkind.
You come into my mind,
Bringing thoughts of what if.
Convincing and unkind.
Harder to read than a hieroglyph.
Bringing thoughts of what if,
Harder to read than a hieroglyph,

Nothing here will bloom.

Bats Swinging
Bats swing in the warm night
So simple, this feels right.
Fire burning to my back,
Bug bites crawl up shaved legs,
The sun sinks below the mountain
Where the evergreens grow.
Our laughter blows unto the painted breeze,
Following us wherever we go with ease.
Dancing diamonds shimmer on the lake,
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A Rough Baptism
Waves pull me under the surface
Quick and relentless they take my breath
Not enough faith to walk,
Just enough to stay afloat.
Burning skin withering, sinking;
A smoldering death,
On the Great Ganges.
Past the point of recovery.
So far from the place where the water
blessed my feet.
The flames engulfing you are a little more than warm.
But lovingly;
You need air.
Smoke fills your lungs so smug, turning them black,
No clear breath can get in.
Just try to remember you know how to swim.

An Abundance of Feelings
The emotions run deep;
Canyons too ancient for young hearts.
Or mad,
Or glad.
Making enemies with strangers,
ference,
Between diamonds and rhinestones,

crying
But it comes across as her not
Realizing my cry for it

yelling
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I had the best conversation today.

laughing
unexpected goodbyes.
~to my grandmother~
you left without me.
weeping on my bedroom floor,
like i still needed you here.

your things are still here,
reminders that you are not.
a wilting flower,
memories now fade away.
those unexpected goodbyes.
Earth day 2019
Plastic floats in the water,
And washes up on the shore.
Cut down the endless trees,
Until there is nothing more.
Kids have to swing their bats,
On dirty wasted dust.
Karma is catching up;
No one left to trust.
Polar bears are hungry;
The land is bone dry.
Greed is consuming us;
The Earth has no ally.
Few are willing to change;
Stop our planet from dying.
But not many are trying.
There might be a future,
Where nature gets respect.
There might be a future,
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Where people and earth connect.
Some of us are capable.
The future is shapeable.
Teen Angst
Not for all the tea in China
They always say.
Never would I ever
Go back to being a teen.
Poking at our raw emotions
Like an operation game.
Worried about diction and being ladylike
luxury.
At least I have the courage
To step out of that tiny box
Society made two sizes too small
While you choose to stay trapped.
I want to scream and pound
Tell you to stop controlling me
Keep your voice down people are staring.
Did it ever occur to you,
I might not be so innocent,
I might not want what you put out for me,
painful.
But your bending me,
Beyond my breaking point.
Pretty soon something inside is going to snap.

Holy Vacation
My heart is like the Dead Sea,
Nothing lives there long...
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Superbly melodramatic.
Polluted like the Jordan;
Once a river sacred to half the world,
Now a vile stream,
Fallen from the grace of God.
This wasteland burned;
Now something is growing:
Small and young,
But green, alive nonetheless.
Love is rushing back.
Ra is bringing back the Nile.
New waters flooding in,
Lush, deadly life returning.
Taraneh Moeini:
Phase 1: Thoughts become things
The only things within reach are the
snippets of comfort when held.

oke,

Walking becomes second nature
not quite, walking is hard.
Is walking within reach? Even turning over?

I can hardly understand, what is it, English?
English is dumb. Walking is dumb.
yet.

to a birthday party, or, god
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forbid, not get invited to a birthday party, or to get married, or to have children, or to grow old, or read to
The Giving Tree for the first time, or watch a movie, or to imagine myself as Alice in Alice In
Wonderland, or even Absolem, or drugs, or alcohol, or peer pressure, or a high school social ladder, or to
try and climb said ladder, or space, or evolution, or to fail math, or even to feel perfectly content.
Are any of these within reach?
Not yet.
Maybe not ever.

Phase 2: The Break in a Neverending Cycle
Eat, sleep, sleep more, repeat.
Sleep, eat, sleep more, eat, sleep, repeat.
Sleep, sleep, sleep, eat, eat, eat, sleep, repeat.
Sleep, eat, listen, sing, eat, sleep more, repeat.

Listen sing?
Phase 3: Decision Making is Always Life or Death
Alas, inevitable self destruction,
I need to calm down,
from. Red, yellow, blue, green, circle,
square, triangle, star.
I choose a yellow star.

You chose poorly.
Okay then, what about a red square?

Not quite.
Alright, fine...blue circle? I cringe.

Am I a joke to you?
I cringe even more. What will they say about me if I choose a green triangle? Will they accept me into this
tall tale or, more obviously note that

What are you even doing?
uch,
pink rectangle,
brown oval,
orange moon,

say? Tell me? What will they sa-
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I sit on the yellow star.
She smiles at me.
This is good.
Phase 4: Sacrificial Love
The men sit on their eggs for the females,
possibly not for the females but for themselves,
But, hey!
Let the men sit on their eggs for it is written
in whatever book we were reading that day,
the emperors,
the macaroni and cheese,
the accidental sacrifice of hey you,

yeah you,
we need to eat, so it would be cool if you just,
you know,
just jumped into the water really quickly?
but if you are than we can choose the next fool
But is it fair to assume such a judgment?
Who are we to call this absolute hero a fool?
Some are just unlucky, but why are women always the hunter-gatherers?
These men sit on these eggs and converse about what their wives
will bring them for dinner that night,
where they can eat and sit and do absolutely nothing but keep their eggs
warm.

I should sit and learn and accept
but never ask questions.
Penguins are strange,
the men sit on the eggs of their soon-to-be children,
while the women trudge
whistle
waddle
and work.
Phase 5: They Gave You Skin
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quite a young age,
juvenile,

What if I got a tattoo when I was older?

Why would you say something like that? Let me explain something,
God gave us the gift of skin
God gave you the gift of skin
and when you get a tattoo you ruin that skin
it still

skin that is a gift.
it remained calm.
Sometimes their father told them things for the benefit of others.
but they were things he assumed other parents told their children,

He was still new at this.
Phase 6: The Ruffles On My Shirt
Sometimes
and sometimes

and sometimes

and sometimes
-willed
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Sometimes you see others with better jackets
and sometimes
if you have the time

Who are you to call me out for my jacket, or lack-there-of?
you abuse my age
you think that because of my jacket-ness
to tell me to

It makes me so frustrated I could cry!
I could cry out
or
or

my mother leaves for work early in the morning so I never get to say goodbye!
But instead I just huff,
and whisper

okay
by adults,

Interlude: Fashion Killer
I had the messiest hair all of elementary school,
but my father tried his best,
as he does with everything.
My mother begrudgingly taught him how to comb my knots into a floppy low pony,
-decreasing
state of my golden hair, and as the timid child I once was, this did nothing for my paralleling self esteem.
The times when I graduated from the floppy low pony to the athletic headband (for the sake of others,
never for myself, what a recurring theme) and down combination were a blur. If I could go back and do it
all again I would wear the barrettes my mom would buy me instead of discarding them in embarrassmenthow ungrateful.
All these years of pent up personality blew up
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after I crossed the threshold
between a floppy low pony,
and the elegance, simplicity,
and never correctly used
flat iron, and eventually
when I was tired of that,
the beautiful door of really
not caring opened for me;
I stayed in that room of the house for quite a while.

Phase 7: Another Run In With The Law
Teenagers should get at least sixty minutes of physical exercise each day.

Roll down your sleeves!
No.

his face heats up and he
runs
short of breath
especially when it comes to the little figures.

Because I

never talk back to a little figure
your opinions are irrelevant
due to circumstances no one can control because
you know if I could I would speed all the way to retirement
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the time police would have to give me a ticket,
speaking of tickets-

because I hate my job
he hates your job too-

so let this be a warning.
Maybe he should have just rolled up his sleeves
if he had just rolled up his sleeves
and kept quiet
this would have been so much
easier.
Phase 8: Cancel Culture
Who to weed out and who not to weed out.
but also
deceived is kind of a pretentious word,

that crossing me is considered
heresy.

and by being deceived you incline me
the right to weed you out
like unwanted greenery,
literal greenery,
the envy bleeding from your face
screams

let me out!
nay,
weed me out!
do it!

Oh, but I will
because no earthly being can be celestial
because that then defeats the purpose of the word
but I can consider myself a prophet
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if I would like.
?
Because you wish you could call yourself a prophet of
Mother Nature,
or father nature,
or whatever.
I guess women deserve a little something
task of
being our entire world.
myself,
allow me to weed you out very quickly

my world
and I want it

gone.

A cloud the shape of a grape hovers above
their head,
but what exactly does a grape-shaped cloud look like?
What exactly does a grape-shaped anything look like?
A small kite streams overhead
blocking such a view.

so how can I blame it?
where
success
pride
intelligence
and law was prioritized,
or rather,

and please forgive me for saying this, kite,
like sandpaper.
That grape-cloud has so much mercy
letting the kite block it from seeing them,
because the grape-cloud feels bad,
really feels bad,
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so they put up with it until the end of this cycle..

Phase 9: Judging is Easy

my mother, she made it for me,
I was ecstatic.
Sometimes I miss my old CD player, but then I realize

or rather that house,

Packing was- for lack of a better word- interesting,

Putting blame on someone is just indirectly
screwing yourself over.
Responsibility is a necessity,
being held accountable,
but is it really?

eventually.
Many things remind me of that house
how horrible is it to wish failure on someone else?
Especially your own brother,
I hope he fails and then learns to pick himself up again,
and treat it as a learning experience,
but knowing him

so why should I learn from it?
What a twisted moral compass he has.
Phase 10: Yikes
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tened my
relationship with God.

your mother with her stars
and moons
and suns
s all blasphemy
that school was supposed to be an influence on you

just listen-

-

believe what others want me to,

your eggs are on planet sushi,
the straightest pathway to heaven is believing He died for our sins,

none of it makes any sense.
ed for allegedly
instead of trying to sneak it around my back like
the person I respect most does.

but I forgive you.
Final Interlude: Grand-parents Day

a few.
Two out of the four grandparents,
three of them are gone.
Is lack of mourning good or bad?
Do I not know hardships of this life,
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and does that make me ignorant?

it was extremely fun.
i was small and got to eat plenty,

ost anything,
does a beetle miss the exoskeleton it sheds?

one past self,
and mourned two out of the four.
Antonia Dang:

Family Gathering
Our home is the gathering space
A landing dock, an inviting place
So all of the members
New and old
Take comfort in the aroma of steamed rice
And the clinks of clean porcelain spoons.
The younger people
Are drawn to the vibrancy of my room.
But they toy with the lights
And admire the mementos on my bulletin board.
My room has every single color on the light spectrum
Splattered somewhere on my wall.
We take a break from the din
Of the older ones
Talking in sounds we recognize
And I tell my stories.
I am the storyteller of the family.
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I draw my cousins into bed
And show them living dreams.

Asks my cousin, no older than five.
She clutches my straw hat in excitement
Which is a treasured piece of clothing
Pertaining to where home used to be.
Another cousin pleads.
He gestures to my eclectic culmination
Of colored pencils and crayons.
Princess Furball has in innate interest
Of coloring in the most absurd places.

The herd scampered to their usual spots.
Some snuggled into my bed
Printed with flowers
colored in the season of spring.
Others perched on my chair
Coated in velvet mossy green.
As for me
I took a spot on the matted carpet
Against a wall painted yellowed cream.

When I was as small as you,
I used to ask my brain
What would happen if I had a pikachu?
Would I keep it under my bed,
Or in my tennis shoes?
If I had a pikachu,
I would feed it
Spring rolls with fresh mint
And Chả lụa as a treat
With flakes of seaweed snack
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ả lụa!
Said my cousin in laughter.

Before long
My story was abandoned
And monotonous chants
Took its place.
What can I say
Other than
I love my family
With the utmost warmth
And absolute sincerity?
Displaced
Can you translate that?
I want to be a part of the conversation with you
I
Just lacking in an area or two

Can you repeat that again?

I know it takes me a little while
To catch up to certain things.
I fully understand
The annoyance that my naivety brings.
The native words of your history
Roll off your mouth like a savory sweet
But when I try to do what you just did
The syllables hitch in my throat and retreat.
Your traditions are handed down to you
From one family member to the next
My culture is based off of tumblr posts
That sometimes offer no context.
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Most of what I know to be true
Are stereotypes on the internet
Do we really act that way?
They portray us as dangerous threats.
I am like you, but by blood rather than culture
To let you know in my defense
It may seem stupid when I forget to do things
That should be common sense
In all honesty, I feel so inferior
When I watch the rest of you guys
Your heritage is ingrained in your spirit
While mine peels off like a paper disguise.

I should stop and grow some tougher skin
But why does it sting so forcefully
Like my effort was stabbed with a pin?
The more it stabs
The more it bleeds
And as the blood comes out
So does the acceptance that I desperately need.
The Women In My Family
Hailing from the golden states
Loves everyone she hates
Always giving without gains
Sing her chorus without refrain
Really proud of her heritage
Family blood and lineage
Represents an old image
Something new, something vintage

For willful skill and patience
Her rules are meant to be bent
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Explain her cheap sentiments

advocate, still a saint
The motherland calls her home

Soup Dinner
Take a bone
For the broth
Put it in the pot to boil.
Wait a bit
Stir the stick
Feel the steam rising in the air.
Tell your dad
And your mom
To come inside from work.
Sit down here
Eat some more
This is what extra helpings are for.

Flames
Flames float in the wind
As the warmth from the embers disperse.
Never was there a love
So sustaining and diverse.
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Hanna Lynch
A Pledge To Myself
I will not succumb to the darkest night
Though the sunlight may be damned to run away
I've emerged from the grave with a renewed sense of day
Made blind to the formless wiles of fright,
And endowed with the responsibility to bring light
I will not succumb to the darkest night
I have made what was once predator into prey
Even though the light will fail in its doomsday
I will never cease to have faith in all that is right,
For I will not give up on it without a fight
I will not succumb to the darkest night
Even though the flames have gone astray
And the sky has darkened with the close of day
I am guided by an inner fire burning bright,
A force so blinding I do not need the daylight
I will not succumb to the darkest night,
Though the darkness may blot out every blinding ray
And every fleeting hope may be largely cast away,
I will no longer break under trauma's sickening bite,
Nor be paralyzed by uncertainty's gradual twilight
I will not succumb to the darkest night,
Even though my courage may decay
And dark memories may readily replay,
I pledge to continue to stand firm despite
So many doubting the truthfulness of my plight
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I will not succumb to the darkest night
I will rage against his sins of vast array
Even though religious indifference wills me to decay
I will not concede to Time's infectious bite
Nor simply watch the diminishing of the light
I will not succumb to the darkest night,
Though it may completely obscure my way
And from the path I may be forced to stray,
That controlling fear I yearn to spite
Even though doing so may cast me in limelight
For
I will not succumb to the darkest night
The unforgiving darkness I swear to betray
For I will not so easily wither away;
And against the blackened doom I will fight
Until its horizon's end besmirches my sight...
I will not succumb to the darkest night
For over mountains and across the oceans bursts forth the sun bright,
Screaming and laughing with the return of the day
Revealing the predatory nature of all who were once prey
I open my hands and my heart to reveal an ever-present firelight
As my once silenced voice takes its ascending flight:
Darkness wretches at the words I had the courage to say,
And It can no longer will the fire in my soul away,
For I am its God, the true bringer of light;
I am the marching cavalry of day,
And I am the drill sergeant of the night.
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Fiction
Kennedy Elias - Shadows in Paradise

The Beginning

Bethany took off her AirPods as the helicopter made its smooth landing. Her stomach formed
butterflies as her palms sweated. But as soon as they appeared she shooed them away. The barren
landscape left her speechless as she set her sights on her temporary home: the Amazon Rainforest.
She was about to be featured on a new show: Survivor. She had dreams of how she would
become famous and marry rich. But she never expected that it would be through reality TV. One
of the members of the film crew attached a microphone to her shirt, as another filled her in on
what she was getting into.

Bethany pouted as she heard the news. Her best friend Brithany had also tried out for the show,
and she was excited to meet up with her. The crew gave her a slight nudge into the forest and
before she could protest, she was alone. The forest was dark and deep, casting shadows along the
forest floor. Bethany jumped at the sound of a bird flying out of the bushes. Surely she was
fine...right? She missed home already. Her phone, her mansion, her Best Friend....they were all
left behind.
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Bethany felt her heart jump as she saw a girl emerge. Bethany looked, and one thought crossed
her mind, The girl looked disgusting. She was wearing only dark colors and had on a Elmo-T

acrylic nails. Her hair was a strawberryblonde.
a fake hug. Her motto was keep your friends
close but your enemies closer.

like one of those girls that thinks liking food is a personality trait.

elieve that this is the secret sight of a lost alien city. And for some reason no one believes me.

sarcastically.

Keeping Up with the Kardashians
Bethany fumed. This girl was the most irrational person she has ever met. Of course Reality TV
was real, They were on a reality show at that moment. And Bethany was sure that aliens were
not real.
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Bethany sighed as Emmy dragged her through the forest. Emmy seemed to be lost in thought and
was taking them in a circle.

They jumped at the sound of a loud booming voice.

Three people emerged from the forest. Two guys who looked like they had just rubbed dirt on
their faces and a girl who looked like she had no idea what she was doing.

Bethany could tell what Emmy was thinking. Of course she though the people were aliens.
Emmy smiled as a proud look appeared on her face. She obviously thought that she was right.

Peter said defeatedly. Peter looked like someone that never left his basement.

Aden, on the other hand, was a tall, average guy. And at that point normality was a blessing on
the island full of psychos.

Emmy started whistling, as if she noticed the tension in the air.

cowboy boots.
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But the most important thing was how Mia looked at her. It was as if daggers were shooting out
of her eyes.

Bethany straightened her pencil skirt as she frantically decided on a plan. The forest looked thick
and deep, and Bethany had no plan.

The Harsh Reality
After walking for what seemed like hours the group had found what they were looking for: a
lake. The shadows of the trees created a deep gloom on the water, and the sand looked like a pile
of flames. Bethany had ditched her stiletto heels, and the rest of the group also seemed to have
lost their shoes. Exhausted , they all collapsed in unison on the burning hot sand.

-
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Peter walks into the middle of the circle as they all start to go quiet. The yelling had subsided so
that all they could hear was the sound of bugs.

s best to
keep you as a team. You ladies are in charge of making weapons and other useful items, and I will

Before they were to object Aden had already disappeared into the greenery. Vlogling as he went
through the forest. He kind of looked like a YouTuber with his extravagant hand gestures. But as
soon as he had disappeared Bethany had been brought beack into the harsh reality.

-e-t-h-a-n-

Unable to object Bethany grabs a coconut and starts to pound it on the sand. She makes a face of

looks around to see if the
others were doing any better. Emmy and Peter are struggling to move some branches as they talk
about the latest alien video games.

As the sun started to set Bethany started to feel her stomach rumble in pain. It turns out that one

bragged to the camera about their catch. Her stomach was aching and she knew what she had to
do.
ting
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tree with some palms as the only windbreaker.

Mia puts on a fake smile as she nods her head. The rest of the group follows suit as they all try to
get comfortable in the small abode. Bethany had just happened to lay down next to...Emmy.
GREAT.

-

sponse. But to no avail.
The rest of the night all of their oices drowned out, to the sound of the flickering fireflies and
animals creeping in the shadows of the brush.
A Way Home
Bethany awoke to everyone packing up camp. If one could even consider it a

walking to their extraction point. The forest was thick and Mia and Aden was struggling to cut
enting herself useful. They all were...Peter was really
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good at navigating and said that it was because he plays video games. Emmy was also helping
everyone become distracted from their current situation in the only way she knows how. Aliens.

Bethany was not going to waste her time and image to even THINK of how to help others. This

As the day went on the hot sun scorched her skin. The group looked fatigued. All panting and
sweating, ew. Mia collapsed and Emmy started crying. The helicopter was here. Peter struggled to
look confident as he was also on the brink of tears. This was definitely rough for them. The crew
helped them on the helicopter and Bethany had the best meal she had ever tasted. Despite that
Mia said that it only tasted good because they had eaten coconuts and snake. Gosh it was good to
be back.

Painful sounded better.

Bethany looked out at the serene landscape. The dense jungle looked so small as the helicopter
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Savannah Mitchell
Every minute April Johnson spent in the back row of the theater gave her another reason to dislike
it. The blue glow of her iPhone illuminated the wires snaking around the walls. If April turned her head,
she could see her sister Lainey talking to the production assistant with bright pink hair. If she looked
behind her, she could see a brown-haired girl in overalls running around with a purple vacuum cleaner.
Lainey could easily get a ride home from rehearsal from any one of her theater friends, but she
insisted April drive her home every Tuesday and Thursday. The theater kids may have been loud,

April put down her phone to see George Names come into the theater, holding a box full of
batteries. The dim theater lights sharpened his face, highlighting his midnight-black hair and pointy nose
that made him look nothing like his sister Sigourney.

He returned a few minutes later, followed by Lainey, as well as the production assistant.

leave.

flinched, the amount of hugging the theater kids did making her uncomfortable.
onochromatic

Lainey awkwardly pulled out of the hug.
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Lainey pulled out her phone and began to scroll through her Instagram. For the rest of the fifteenminute drive, Lainey was silent as she played on her phone. April was silent as she drove, feeling grateful

home.

Lainey had closed her door, b

clingy.

through the door.

to go camping for three days with a bunch of

-

alk, but I have to

April heard Lainey hang up, and move towards the door. She poked her head into the hallway.
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April thought about it for a second. She r

until she agreed. And besides, April thought, it would be a good way to keep an eye on Summer, who
April d

brush her teeth.

April and her best friend Sigourney Names were sitting underneath the giant oak tree in the
Charles R. Drew High School commons. Around them, other students were chatting, drinking coffee, and
doing last-minute studying. George was sitting alone, testing batteries with what looked like a chemistry
set. Near him, Lainey and her friends were sitting in a circle, performing some sort of seance.
-blond hair back with a scrunchie,
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Gov paper written in the ca

It

car, Stephanie put her earbuds in. The only words she spoke were to offer Lainey animal crackers.

mood swings.
Sigourney, who was riding shotgun, took advantage over having control over the radio. She

Lavigne. The one time April saw Lainey break concentration from the computer screen was when

Besides their two silent passengers, April and Sigourney found the trip bearable. It surprised them
that when they arrived at the camp in Carnation, the rest of the group was already there.

In the cabin, Summer was sitting on a couch underneath a giant blanket, drawing on her tablet. She
scooched over to make room for Lainey, who snuggled in next to her under the blanket. Stephanie went
to the kitchen and began to talk to someone whose gender April was unsure of, and a boy who was eating
a Pop Tart. April was unsure of how the theater kids had managed to arrive at such a fast speed, but they
were already set up, leaving less work for April.
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There was a small bedroom off of the main one reserved normally for adults. April and Sigourney
claimed it quickly, even though there fourteen beds in the main bedroom. They rolled out their sleeping
bags on the beds and sat down. Sigourney immediately set to work on her AP Gov essay, and April turned
on her phone. It disappointed her to find that there was no service.

The boy, Brian, responded only with a smug smile.
The theater kids gathered in a circle, and Summer set a box in the middle. Lainey turned to face
Sigourney and April, who had entered the kitchen to see what the commotion was about.

pulled a jacket over her sundress and ran outside, leaving April as the only one outside the circle.

April was expecting the next morning to be just as bad as the night before, which consisted of a
Lion King sing-along, and a heated argument between Lainey, Brian, and Ash about which type of starter
Pokemon was best, which had continued into the next morning.
-
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first

offer a valid opinion on the

Sigourney and Stephanie had struck up a surprisingly civil conversation about new Congressional
happenings, leaving April left to entertain herself. She went into her bedroom and stuck a pair of earbuds
into her ears, grateful that she had had the sense to bring her old pink iPod with her, then remembered

Rejoining the group in the living room, April sat down beside Sigourney. She grabbed the theater
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her decision final.

Sig

April agreed, she found what they were saying to be very rude. It seemed hypocritical that they
chose to pick on April when they were so far from normal.

The second night of
walls, every move the theater kids made was audible to April

l heard a bang from the next room over..
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u

life outside the classroom, if

-

-

into the big bedroom, leaving the door open behind
her.

to face Summer and Brian. It was almost like a spotlight. They started to sing, naming every single
Pokemon in rapid succession, sometimes joined by Lainey, who knew 15% of the words and was very off-

the three people yelling about Tangelas in the room next door. After a while, April, resigned to watching

her French braid bouncing, the happiest April had seen her in awhile. And when she went to sleep later
that night, April wondered when she herself had last been that happy.

-along were
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tissues.

--

The rest of the group stopped singing Dancing Queen. Lainey turned towards April, her
expression unreadable.

pointed at a small clearing.
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-star meal: oranges, ritz crackers, and four
Nature Valley bars.

replied.

Stephanie tossed Brian the oranges, and he started to juggle them. First one, then two, then three,
the oranges flew in rapid succession from his left hand, over his head, back to his right hand, then around,

was cheering from her spot next to Lainey, who watched, silent.

lightly tossed her uneaten orange. Brian caught it in one hand, before promptly dropping the rest.

Brian and Summer joined in. Lainey stayed silent, nibbling at a cracker.

cabin. Sigourney had brought a packa
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ould

blushed, flustered.

April shot Ash a jealous glare. The Game Boy Color they had brought still had full battery, even
though Ash was playing Tetris 24/7.

Sigourney went to swipe it away, coating her fingers in a sticky goo. Laughing, she wiped it onto
her marshmallow stick.

ck away.
April rotated her marshmallow to reach an even toast on both sides. Looking around, she saw that

slipping off its stick.

She snapped her stick up to try and save it, but caught it on fire in the process. Screaming, she
waved the stick in the air, which only made the fire spread.
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Lainey, still spooked, stood up, still waving the stick. Summer got up to follow, leaving a very

stumbled over it. She face planted onto the ground, and the stick dipped, touching the top of her head.
Everyone paused when Lainey sat up, giving Summer the opportunity to blow the flames out.

Embarrassed, Lainey shook her head, a pile of ash falling to the ground like satanic dandruff.

noticing that her marshmallow was lying on the ground. April heard Lainey trip over a rock as she made
her way back to the cabin.

Everyone was quiet after that, the mood ruined. April was the only person to notice Brian eat the
burnt, grass-covered marshmallow Lainey had dropped on the ground.

incident. Summer was helping dissolve the tension by leading a very disorganized game of Mysterium.
Stephanie, the ghost, had given up on trying to give nonverbal hints. Instead, she watched with a look of
bewilderment on her face while she toyed with her short brown hair.

-
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umbled.

laughter, much to the confusion of the rest of the group.
na

April sat alone on the couch, watching the game with a look of disapproval. She disliked the
group and their games, but more so that Sigourney and Lainey would join in. Lainey, she understood,
since her sister refused to leave Summer alone. But it upset April that her best friend had allied with the
theater kids.

ied.

Sigourney hesitated, but got up and followed April to where she assumed no one would be able to
hear her.

hanging out
Sigourney looked down, toying with the sleeve of her six-
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single. No one
-

A jumble of yells came from near the door as the group scrambled to find their shoes.

But in her own act of silent defiance, Sigourney left the kitche
for good measure.

internal judgement, she went outside. She knew that if she walked fast enough, she could catch the group,
or at least Lainey, who walked at the speed of a turtle.
The group had already left, but Ash was still there, playing Pokémon Red while sitting on a log.

taken.

want to be your friend, April, even if you d

into their hoodie. April shivered in her thin Hollister top and jeggings. She regretted her choice to not say
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Without the hoodie on, April could see that Ash no longer looked androgynous, their floral t-shirt and
protruding chest answering the question that had been pegging April:

-

-fourths of

(which wa

refusing to acknowledge my

world full of Maryur righteousness,

out into a small clearing. It seemed silent, until her eye caught Lainey, in her striped cashmere sweater,
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along with with the rest of the group, sitting in a circle, silent. They were playing One Night Werewolf,
again.

her, at

to help her stand. Together, they walked away from the group, near the tree where April was hiding.

to cartwheel around the clearing, despite the fact that she was wearing overalls.

weird talking about my sister like
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-

find a girl who lo

heir
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The Angle of Depression by Jo Archbold

Julia:

like I had never seen before, and I had seen plenty of rain in my life, after all, it was Washington.

be better if I caught a cold. I wanted to go home, and lock my door forever. I stood there in the
parking lot for at least three

well my car worked. It could have been working completely fine. I still would have felt the same
way.
I called my feelings indifferent mostly because I could never put an exact word them. I
stood in the parking lot dead still until the stirring of the cross country runners awoke me from
my haze. Right now, they were doing winter training. I wo

I started on my way home. Each step felt like a journey. My head felt like it was carrying a
ten pound load. I was in this unbreakable funk. I just wanted to get home. When I was crossing a

him.
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care. I didn't even say sorry. I just kept walking.
I finally got to my house, and I walked through the white picket fences up the steps. At
this point I was drenched in rain. I walked in, went to my room, pulled out my homework, took
a look at it, then flung it on the carpet floor, and crawled into bed fully clothed. I just layed there,
not bothering to eat dinner or brush my teeth. As I layed, I tried to feel something. I wanted to
what I felt. I felt utterly and
completely numb.
***
Lisa:
It was 10:30 at night and I had just gotten home from swimming. I loved swimming, but
it was tiring. I had done as much homework as I could while trying to eat my dinner, so it was
almost midnight by the time I got into bed. Just as I shut my eyes, I heard my phone go off, and I
debated whether I should get it because I knew who it was. After a few minutes of
contemplating, I decided to look. I was right, Julia had texted me.
Julia: Hey can we talk.
Me:

was going to say before she said it. She said the same thing everytime. Whether or not she acted
on it is a whole different story. Sometimes she did, sometimes she d
Julia:
Me : With what?
Julia: With everything. With life.
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anything I could say would actually help.
Me:

leep.

Julia:
Me: For what?

I heard my phone ring again, and took a sigh of relief.
Julia:

myself.
Me:
I layed

ve to do something, or tell someone.
A few minutes later my phone buzzed again.
Julia: I did it again.
I could feel my heart sink.
Lisa: What did you do?
Julia: Cut.
That was the moment I knew had to tell someone. Thoughts swirled around in my head
that now started to hurt. I thought if I told someone, she would be angry. I would be breaking
the trust that I knew she so sorely needed, and relied on. I was afraid she would never speak to
n not be here at all.
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***
Miranda:
I pulled up to the parking lot, and at the same time my best friend since childhood, Lisa,
was pulling in. I expected to see her grinning face that would light up mine only internally. We
were very different, but we made our friendship work. Instead of seeing a smile, I saw a frown. I
knew right there and then I should be getting mentally prepared for a long heartfelt conversation.

and give feedback.

this. When Julia would struggle, Lisa would always think it was her job or responsibility to help,

you

I knew she was gonna fight me on this no matter what. No matter how many truths I tell

I know

-
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She looked at me with a sad, but telling face. I almost thought for a second when she
looked at me that she thought I was right, but the instant was gone, just like that. We walked out
of the parking lot and onto the campus. She looked as if she was about to ask me a question, but

Silence fell upon the two of us once again. We walked until we got to the door of Ms.
and saw her head turn the other way. Lisa was always a nice
person. I almost thought she was too
unhappy. Unfortunately, that is an impossible task.
***
Marty:
After a long period of sitting in Mr. Henle
to find my friend Julia. I had just found out some alarming things about her a couple days ago. I
had been trying to think of what I was going to say, and I wanted to be supportive, but not
overbearing. To be honest, I was fighting the urge to be mad. The way I found was less than

that she was
mostly talking to Lisa about it. I was puzzled when she told me that. I knew Lisa and Julia were

confused about why I
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I walked out into the pouring rain trying to search for her. I made my way to building

She was the only one in the school wearing a bright neon yellow sweatshirt. She looked dead,
and her eyes looked broken.

since why it was silent. It was like she knew what I was gonna before I was gonna say it.

six

trust you. Some

She walked straight past my arm and through the metal doors. I stood in place for a
minute
more compassion and understanding for I knew you would probably do the same.
***
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Ms. Gillan:
It had already been a hectic week. Jason Burk had cussed me out, Nick Waller had

proven wrong. Julia Green was what was wrong. Unlike the other obstacles of this week, this was

was in my homeroom, and I knew her freshman year.
She was a good student who never let her grades drop. She would occasionally make a
few too many snarky jokes or sarcastic comments, but it was part of her personality. I knew she
was good a person. When two of my other students, Lisa and Miranda, came to me and told me
what was going on I was a little surprised. In my head at the time I thought I could fix it, I
thought I could help. So I emailed her to meet me during my planning period. I contacted the
counselor, and she said to ease her into telling her that she needed to be brought to my office.
When Julia walked into my classroom, and I
react well.

-

What I saw on her face can only be described as rage.

r
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I took a few steps back

my job as a teacher. Neither of us spoke after that. We just walked into the offices, and sat down
in chairs. A few minutes later the counselor, Janet Wiler, walked in.

Everytime the counselor would ask a question, it took at least a minute for her to answer back.
All I could do was sit back and watch. I wanted to help, I wanted to do something, but I

***
Lisa:
It was history class and I felt guilty. I felt like I had done something wrong, but at the
same time I felt somewhat of a weight lifted off my shoulders. For the first time in a long time I
felt like Julia was going to be okay. Maybe not right away, and maybe it will take time. But it was
going to be okay, and for that split second that was all I cared about.
We had a substitute for the time being, and everyone was wondering why. I knew why

and looked at me for a second. All I could do was
avert my eyes.
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We continued on with the lesson the substitute was trying to teach to us. About fifteen
minutes in, Julia walks in. During others classes, she would always walk in, and smile at me.
Today when she walked in fortyas if she purposefully avoided me at all costs. She sat down beside me without saying a word. Her
face looked angry, but her eyes had sadness in them. My stomach crumbled in on itself.
I started to write on a piece of paper then held it up to her.

Are you okay?

I held it

I knew this was how it had to be.
***
Julia:

e
moment. I find myself being that way more often now, and not in a good way. I slumped my
way to the car. After Ms. Gillan had left, my mom had arrived. That was ultimately less pleasing
than it already had been. I got in the car, and it was silent.
About halfway through the car ride I realized I forgot all my books for class. Old me
would have turned the car around and grabbed it, but the old me was dead, or more so hidden. I
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was just imagining it. I leaned back in the car chair as if I was going to sleep. Suddenly we were
pulled over, and the music was shut off.
I heard a noise coming from the left. It was crying. I looked over to my left and the sight
of my tear filled mom made my stomach turn in ways I never thought possible. I looked away to
face the outside. We were at a stop light, and I tried to find anything that would take me out of
this situation.
By the time we arrived at my house, I was trying to hold back tears. I dreaded the thought
of facing my dad. There were a lot of scary people in this world, but none scared me more than
the man himself. I wanted to run, but I was too unaware to go anywhere but straight into my
house. My dad gave wet-eyed mom a hug which rarely happened. My mom left the room and I
sat down. My dad remained standing. I thought he was gonna yell. My body clenched up in fear

d

like this. Not important things. You know even I went through fazes like this when I was your
age. We will get through this. Your mom and I love you, and you will always be able to talk to

All my fear about that conversation was washed away in a few short sentences. We
hugged, and I left the room. As I sat at my desk, I remembered I left my bo
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Many people have asked what my thoughts are about the rain. I always answer them the

The Accounts of a Butcher Named Richard by Harrison Stockdale

May 31, 2014
Human flesh is delicious and is certainly the most underrated meat. Many people consider it

sacrifice to eat a person and some people are just selfish. In fact, in the next month, I have decided that my

I have decided that I have to sell the flesh of people who are inherently egotistical an
town of Anthemaum. People who just go through with there day to day life without a thought for others.
Because of this decision, I will be keeping this journal to account for everything that happens.

June 1, 2014
Today I killed the great-something-grandson of the town founder. He was also one of the few

also included unpaid parking tickets. In my opinion, he was the most dangerous person in all of
Anthemaum.

damage any of the prime cuts. I kept on stabbing until he bled out. Once he was dead, I cut his sweet,
sweet meat off of his skeleton and cleaned up the crime scene with some wet wipes until there were no
visible traces of blood. Because of the chemicals in the wipes, the small traces of blood remaining will be
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them in garbage can behind the police station. There was no diabolical reason behind this, I just did it that
way for my own amusement.

June 2, 2014

dwich with him inside of it and it
is delicious. He is not too fatty but, at the time, his insides have marbled perfectly. Because humans taste so
similar to pork, no one has had any suspicions about the ham. I have made an executive decision that
s Meat Shop will also be replacing the pork chops with flesh.

June 3, 2014

quality cuts, but my customers were ravenous. Some people would come breakfast, lunch, and dinner to
eat Ian. To keep sales steady, I have decided that I will have to kill two people tomorrow. I already have
one person in my mind who I should, Dan Hermeir. Dan came at breakfast and after he ate, he told me

June 4, 2014
After getting up early and preparing myself for the day, the first thing I did was search across town
for Dan. I found him by the coast fishing, so I drowned him, put him in the trunk of my car, and stole the
fish that he had collected because I thought that human would work well with trout (note to self, it really
does). While I was driving back to the shop, I was pulled over by officer Brent. I stabbed him and put him
in the trunk next to Dan. Because it was so early, I doubt anyone saw. And if anyone did, only heaven
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June 5, 2014
Everybody in town loved my trout-human sandwiches. Because human is such a sweet meat, it
really went well with the saltiness of the trout. What I have decided to try tomorrow is to get some more
trout so I can make fish, human, and chips. If I remember right, I have an excellent recipe for french fries
somewhere in the shop and I just make an easy batch of tempura as the batter for the meat. Sales this week
have als
human flesh every day of the year.

June 6, 2014
The human fish and chips went over really well. The flesh cooked perfectly in the frier and tasted
wonderful with fries. However, I thought the work was very tedious so I have decided to make the dish a
weekly special. I also might have to kill lesser known people in the future. Tomorrow, there is going to be
a city meeting about the murders. From what I have heard from customers, this is an extremely anticipated

June 7, 2014
ing for me

have checked my watch several times. But business, like I predicted, was amazing. I sure I sold over a
hundred human sandwiches. At the end of the day, I rewarded myself for endearing that awful city
meeting by killing someone new. That person just so happened to be Shelby Watts, my old baby sitter.
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She was the perfect victim because all she did was sit around her house and drink wine. Shelby was
basically the Kobe beef of people. I had my usual sample last night and, oh boy, she tasted good.

June 8, 2014
I think the stress of being the only office on my murder case has really affected Chief Keith. This
morning he ordered two ham breakfast sandwiches and two normal ham sandwiches. Just for kicks and

thinking of him slowly taking the hair out of his sandwich. Luckily for me though, he did ask for a refund.
I guess that was the only highlight of my day because everything was just the same old same old. I just sold
some more sandwiches and found some more people I could kill.

June 9, 2014
A new police officer from Augusta arrived in town today. She was a beautiful woman named Amy

appeared to be competent at her job. Right as she got to Anthemaum, Amy started to work on the case.
She talked to the families of the victims and about a quarter of the citizens of Anthemaum. For once, I feel
like I might actually get caught.

June 10, 2014
(A recreation of my interaction with Officer Amy)
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I went to the back of the shop and quickly made her a sandwich. As I got the front, she raised her
hand and waved.

I ran over to the fridge and got her a bottle of Minute Maid.
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June 11, 2014
I was running out of meat again and I had to get some flesh quick seeing that the human fish and
chips special was coming up soon, so I killed two people today. They were a pudgy couple who lived on
the wealthy side of town. If I remember correctly, their names were Bob and Sharon West. Bob and
Sharon were excruciatingly vain and selfish which is why I killed them. Currently, they are in the
basement of my shop, hanging on hooks in the meat locker. As per usual, I tried some of their meat, and it

June 12, 2014
(A recreation of my second interaction with Officer Amy)

I brought Amy back to a room where I kept a small fridge with human meat inside and a
microwave oven.
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I lead Amy down the step and then turned the lights on. We both instantly noticed a small pool
of blood coming out of my meat locker.

Amy and I both examined the carcasses hanging on my ceiling.

done checking.

June 13, 2014
Today I sold the fish, human, and chips again. While sales were not as good as last week, I still

today was even more tedious than la
stop making human fish and chips. On another note, the Wests, did not work well with the trout, much
too my dismay. They had an odd texture when they were cooked in the frier. So, in the future, I will take
a note not to eat their son.
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June 14, 2014
I killed Barbara Homes today, and that went over like a lead balloon. Barbara had definitely been
preparing herself in case I ever came to eat her. She kept a knife on her bedside table, and right before I
killed her, she cut my hand. This is what I was talking about the first day I kept this journal, people are
sample out of
them. I wish people would just accept their fate instead of getting all feisty about it. This afternoon, a lot of
people asked me what happened to my hand. While it was annoying, I did enjoy the gifts of sympathy the
right people of society gave to me.

June 15, 2014
Sales were just awful today. Because of the fight Barbara put up, her meat became slightly tough

V

June 16, 2014
To prove to myself that my morality throughout these killings has deteriorated, I did a sacrifice of

sted. He was salty and

then pan fried his tonsils in butter and ate them with his ears which I baked. I had stop myself there before
I ate any good cuts (even though I might have sneaked in one of his eyes).
June 17, 2014
(A recreation of my third interaction with Amy)
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Amy pulled out her wallet and gave me a five dollar bill.

make her meal.

I went to the back of the shop and felt a tear roll down my check. I wiped it off while I warmed up

looked distraught.

-
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June 18, 2014
(A recreation of the second city meeting, yes, another recreation, this is important)
I walked into the chilly city hall and saw Amy wave me down. When I noticed her, I raised my
eyebrows and gave a small smile. Amy then motioned me to come sit next to her.
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Amy walked over to Keith and whispered something in his ear. Keith then immediately got out of
his seat and walked on the stage so he sit back down at a comically small table with a lamp and a book
about agriculture on it. Keith placed his printed copy of his speech on the table and turned on the lamp.
eith boomed to the crowd after reviewing his speech.

r skeletons, and their blood was mostly missing. So far thirteen

violence. I send my deep condolences to the families and friends of the victims. For the sake of the city,
the only thing we can do as a community is stay safe. We need to stay in our houses at night, keep our
doors lockedthe floor which instantaneously combusted when it made contact.
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The fire spread quickly a consumed the stage forty five seconds after the lamp fell. Keith trotted
off the stage before the fire get to him, but clear that he had gotten several burns. Everyone evacuated the
city hall quickly and carefully, except for an elderly woman with a walker named Meredith. She had fallen
asleep during the small amount of time she had been at the meeting, and woke when it was to late. She
was engulfed in flame with the rest of the building. By the time the night was over, there was no city hall
remaining.
June 19, 2014
Many people mourned the death of Meredith Smith. She was a very active community member
who helped quite a bit of people throughout the parts of their lives. Although she was one of the few
citizens of Anthemaum that I respected, the thought of me never getting to turn her old woman meat into
a pulled human sandwich does bring a tear to my eye. But the grief of the city was excellent for my sales.
People from all across town would come fill the Meredith sized hole in their heart with a sandwich made
out of her neighbor. But, no matter how good the elderly taste, I have decided that my next victim will
have to be someone younger.

June 20, 2014
Today I killed a college student who was visiting Anthemaum temporarily on his trip to discover
himself. His meat was incredibly soft and tender. Today I did restrain the proportion of my sample. I ate

ever tasted before. I feel that if I had eaten any more of the young man, I would have contracted gout, he
was that rich.

June 21, 2014
(A recreation of Amy finally eating my human, fish, and chips)
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Amy pulled out her wallet and gave me a ten.

I went down to my basement and quickly chopped up the
got it and the fish battered, fried, and delivered to Amy. She looked up at me with a look of dread.

Amy slowly cut a small bite of the fish and human for herself and took a long exaggerated bite.

together.
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finishing up the fish and human and working her way over to the fries.

Amy nodded her head while sipping her juice.

June 22, 2014
Chief Keith had called sick at work today because he had an ulcer. I think the stress of
accidentally burning city hall would be overwhelming to anyone, though. This morning, Keith came into
my shop and asked for three ham sandwiches, and I just gave him the rest of the college kid. Just about

him though. It was his fault that Meredith and he just needs to own it instead of wallowing in self pity.
Keith is a truly disgusting man.

June 23, 2014
According to Amy, a new person was found dead. I, for once, was not the killer, though. It was
ctim. The new body was

sandwich. The victim was a young, pregnant, newlywed, with long blonde hair and nails. She had come
from Lewiston with her husband last month, and was not particularly welcomed in the community. Amy
told me that all of her neighbors, and basically everyone in her district, hated her. She was extremely loud
and was a vegetarian. People were extremely offended when they offered her to lunch at my shop and she
declined. Personally, I think people who refuse to eat meat do deserve death.
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June 24, 2014
There was another city meeting held this evening. Because there was no city hall, the meeting
was held in my shop. Although nothing was really discussed, I was on the edge of my seat. For once, I

meeting, other than Keith, seeing that he was still sick, and I made so many sales because of it. I killed
three new people in preparation of the event. I sold human sandwiches, flame grilled human, boiled

feel tempted to sell human for longer than a month.

June 25, 2014
A second person was found dead today next to the community center. The victim was an salty
old codger named Edith with crippling arthritis and a crippling addiction to bingo. I remember from when
I was a little kid that she tried run someone over with her car. That someone had fallen in her prized

ghbors would run to my shop to grab her a pulled pork breakfast

an extra dollar for the hassle. But, I remember this evening people would come into my shop dressed in all
black to cry into a corner while eating the man who lived down the block from me who was having what
he called a quarter-life. I am happy, though, that Edith is dead.

June 26, 2014 (11:48 p.m.)
I am shaken to the core as I write these words. Just minutes ago, while coming back home after
killing two people for the final human, fish, and chips day, I saw who has done these two murders. I
witnessed Chief Keith murder someone around the corner from my s
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this journal entry short so I can call Amy for protection. I made sure that the bodies are completely cut up
and in the fridge so that they look like personal cold cuts.
June 27, 2014
(A recreation of my call with Amy early this morning)
I rang Amy on my phone, praying that she would answer, and she did just that on the fourth
ring.

She hung up the phone, and, even though I knew I was going to be safe, I stayed in the attic.

June 28, 2014
Today, I sold my final batches of human, fish, and chips. I think after having such an awful
month, people just wanted to relax in my while eating fried human meat. Amy even came back for some

e also decided

future, I will reminisce on the month that I killed 19 people.
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June 29, 2014
(A recreation of my final interaction with Amy)

Amy gave a ten and told me to keep the change.
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I motioned Amy close to me.

ack.

nded.

June 30, 2014
Human meat requires sacrifice and I have done just that. Today I killed Amy before to Augusta.
I realized from what she told me yesterday, that what she and I were doing was selfish. We were stealing
innocent lives for no real reason. She had no motive to kill people, and really, neither did I. What I was
doing was just a dumb social experiment that helped nobody. What I learn from doing these horrific acts,
that people like the taste of human meat, I already knew. What I was doing was wrong and disgusting, and
most of all, went against my morals. Just moments ago, I killed Amy, and when I finish this sentence, I will
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Drowning Roses by Olivia Shedd
`

looking down, he opens a folder filled with papers, licking his fingers as he flips to a page and

police station.

back to that night- that nightmare of a night.
-

meet mine. I close my eyes and take
a deep breathe.

my seat. I know this was

how I tell him what he

_______________________________________________
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child, although,

at my life, our lives,
ended up differently. I never imagined my life turning out the way it did- my own little clothing

n never happen- not anymore.
There are four girls including myself in this story and to truly understand the context you

sparkling blue eyes always caught the atten
pretty self. Instead, her life was ugly, filled with misery and sorrows.

friend betrayed him, stole $400,000, and not long after, his only sibling got into a deadly car

rehab every so often. For a month she leaves Rosie and Asher alone with there incompetent dad

at my house, and Asher with his own friends. Although Asher is a year younger than myself, he
scares me. He once told Rosie that I was the ugliest, most annoying friend she had. I strongly

I worry all the time about Rosie due to her struggle with depression and her coping
methods of getting intoxicated and skipping class. She might have been one of the smartest people

t come out to her parents
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because they were extremely religious and homophobic. Her parents would have put her
conversion therapy in a blink of an eye if they even thought for a second she was gay.
Next, there was Birdie. She had parents who are complete
parents are super strict. For example, Birdie was a junior with a bedtime of 8:30! She also has to
text her parents her exact location every time she left the house, even though they already had a
tracking device on her phone that also tracked her speed when she drove. One time I was

through the phone,and once it was recharged, for being irresponsible and letting her phone die,
her parents grounded her. The rest of the night, she was in a terrible mood. Birdie had also told
me that her parents had seriously considered installing cameras in her car and bedroom. Birdie
never found out if they went through with this or not.
Other than those few t

g
how her family operates.
has never done gotten an A-, and her Instagr
life is not the dream it appears to be. It is all an illusion. Thus, when you get to know Birdie her
brick wall of perfection deteriorates.
Birdie tells me how often she cries in words, but also physically. Every time I see her, I

anyone see her. Her tears are a cry for help not a cry for attention.
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Sometimes, she is full of so much emotion: crying, laughing, and yelling. Yet, other times I feel as

appear to care.
- opposites do attract.
Lilly was adopted from China during the time there was a one child rule, and was
abandoned like many girls during that time. So was her sister, Megan. Although Megan is a
senior, L

er meaning Lilly

can't relate to them.
k about myself. My mom abandoned me when I was a baby, so
my dad raised me himself until I was ten. He then married my step-mom and together had my
half brother, Zane. I have a good relationship with my parents even though they are constantly
gone due to w
parents. I put Zane to bed, get him ready in the mornings, walk him to school, take off school
ou may wonder

me: my birth mom abandoned me, my father barely can look at me because I remind him of her,
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hate to talk about my

All four of are very different from the other, except we all share one thing: modern dance.

lives and all that time we spend together due to it made us all best friends. I remember how happy
we used to all be. Even with all of our troubles, there was a simpler time; a time we were all
happy. However, all good things do come to an end. And the day everything changed forever is
forever ingrained in my mind.
It was a Sunday morning like any other. Sunday was the only day we got dance off. Home
alone like most days, having just finished getting dressed, when I heard aggressive knocking at my

expecting anyone, and the violent knocking scared me so badly I was shaking. To my surprise,
the person standing on the other side was Rosie.

whole body was shaking.
breath from her mouth.

even though my terrified mind wanted to join in her full on panic. I kept asking myself, what
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-

e did. She

what I should say. Knowing nothing I say will make her feel better.

and tried to walk past me, but I shoved my tall limber body in front of her.
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-

sparkling blue eyes swollen with tears, and the whites of her eyes bloodshot red from all the

l your parents about the partying

felt in my life. I reluctantly stepped aside, holding every fiber inside of me from beating her up. I
aggressively, stared into her eyes, her blue eyes quivered with fear as my brown eyes roared with
fire. She better not leave.
to me, and made her
way towards the door. I only realized what had happened after I heard her car drive off. My body
felt ten times heavier and my legs collapsed. I first screamed and then cried so hard I could barely
catch a breath. I the quickly realized I needed to find Rosie before she got into too much trouble.
I raced to my phone and immediately called Birdie and Lilly.

heavily. I could still feel tears running down my face.

-

into tears.
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Soon enough, they both made it to my house and both immediately hugged me. I explain

respond.

- her eyes
bloodshot red and the smell of marijuana burned my nostrils.

someone was watching us.

stuck so bad it caused me to cough.

sleeve.
hed herself off Lilly and stumbled to the ground.
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- one tall and skinny
with a little facial hair, the other slightly shorter but super muscular, and the last was also tall with

leaving common say bye to your creepy

who seized the back of my sweatshirt. I tried to tug away from him, but he flipped me around
and pulled into him. He then proceeded to take a long sniff.

me, and smiled. His pointy nose, freckles, and devilish smile piercing my body.

clutches of the third guy. Meanwhile, Rosie stood in the center of us just seeming to notice the
fight taking place.
d tone still seeming to not
understand what was happening. While Rosie said this I was able to slip under the redheads arms.
He once again tried to grab ahold of me, so I kicked him backwards, as hard as I could. Then I
heard him scream and then a splash. We all ceased fighting and ran to the cliffs edge.
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-

d and my head felt light as a feather.
I told myself.

fast as we could into Birdies car and sped off. I, unable to comprehend what had just occurred did
nothing but stare blindly out the backseat window.

became a blur. My ears started ringing and I was in and out of consciousness the rest of the car
ride. We ended up in running away to Benson, Arizona, a two day drive from Washington,
where we started.
The car ride felt like an eternity. We were on it for almost two days including the two
transfers. I was so ready to get off the bus, and when we did, we immediately booked a room at
the cheapest hotel in the area. I knew our lives had changed forever. There was no turning back
now.
We stayed in that hotel for three months before we moved out and into an apartment. A
lot happened in those three months. Lily got a job at the restaurant next door. Rosie also works,
well sort of. She does some sketchy jobs with some sketchy people, but they do pay a lot. She was
ore. Her absence deeply saddened

spends almost the entire day in bed. Some days are better than others, but the lack of structure
and schedule has caused her to become severely depressed. I spend most of my time taking care of

After two months, Birdie got much better and even got a job. She worked at the grocery
store which helped us get a ton of discounts. And life for me was great too. With help from Lily,
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I was able to hold a job waiting tables at the same restaurant as her. All was well for four more
months, until things took a turn for the worse.
I will never forget that day. Everytime I close my eyes, this day plays vividly in my mind.

dark by the time we walked home, but that night it was so dark we needed flashlights.

George and had a huge crush on him. Lily and I would constantly tease her about it.

started using this new cologne and smells like----

we arrived at the appaerment.

restroom and shrieks. I race over. My heart was beating faster than it ever had in my life. I try to

Rosie. Her wrists were slit and she lied there unconscious. Her pale white skin stained red, and
her eyes still open staring at me.
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baw
body laid beside us of us covered in blood and tears.
______________________________________________________________

out you were the missing children of

miss her so much. Come back to me. I will never meet anyone like her. I will never laugh as
hard, sing as loud, have us much fun as I did with her. She forever changed my life. She taught
me how to be confident in my own skin. She did so much for me and I can never repay her. I

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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*This were the last words of Emily Grayy. After telling police about the nine months she
and Birdie Johnson, Lilly Hill, and Rosie Braker were missing; she killed herself the same exact
way Rosie Braker did unable to cope with what had happened. And soon Bridie and Lilly
followed the same path.
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Non-Fiction
Royál by Katin Kendrena
Sitting here, working on deadthat being that I may attempt to write all kinds of writing - that of fiction, poetry, memoir, and so
on them so clearly can often help work out the occasional problem or internal struggle. Supposedly,

find it to be much more than this. I digress.
There are various things I should be doing right now, other than this - such as studying
for the multiple tests I have coming up within the coming days -nevertheless, I am being
e whether

if I am wrong, but my belief is that most people, other than farmers, will not produce a large
amount of crops in their lifetimes. But then again, I could always be wrong.
***

hooked into me, dragging down my arms, head, and back. I kneeled down and unlocked Jack.
Just clicking the lock relieved me - that feeling of knowing it would be okay was exactly what I
needed - knowing that if I could write it down, if I could see it and read it and think it over
before I sent an angry text or said something I might regret, then I would be good.
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how I feel. A close friend of mine, who also stands in as a teenage counselor, says that anger is a
disguise for sadness. But anger is not what I feel. At least not about

say their name, but I will say that her parents are immensely more lenient than mine, and I know
that once they start driving, sh
than she knows herself, which is both a blessing and a curse.
Why not just skip to it, then? She should just leave me already. I know the inevitable. I
think the correct course of action is
leave her instead.
***

course all stories have plots. Or do they?
I guess it depends on how you personally define a story. To me, this is my life - my

thoughts of a random teenager from Tacoma. But if stories are made up of plots, than is this not a
story? Because if you think this is not a story, I will have to respectfully disagree with you on that.
This, in fact, is a story.
***
There are so many unanswered questions in my life, but I feel as though I may be the only
one who can answer them. Even though I am only fifteen years old, I think my wisdom is

right where I am.
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ng
through that now.

unfortunately. I see them striving the be like the people they see on TV; the famous and rich, but

off as cool.
***
Thanksgiving fell on my birthday the year I turned eight, and I was full of discontent.
P

eight years.
My fifteenth birthday, the house was warmly lit, per usual. My grandparents lived the life
of beauty and simplicity in a beach house at the edge of Gig Harbor. The dining table took up an
expansive amount of room and the smell of food filled the entirety of the house. My
grandparents, parents, aunt and uncle all bustled in the kitchen, confirming with each other that
they put food on the plate in such a way as to please the eyes.
Our feast of a dinner consisted of honey baked ham, popovers, jam, meat, and biscuits
drowned in thick gravy. This extravaganza of a meal was followed with a birthday cake and a pie
- we celebrated the birthdays of my uncle and me at the same time.
After dessert, my family lied in gluttony, spread among the couches and chairs. However,
the final part to the evening remained - that being presents.
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My uncle received his gift first - a card accompanied by a present. What he received I
have forgotten, for it was the next moments that made me question everything, or rather forget
everything up to that moment.
My grandparents pulled (or should I say lugged) a box out from underneath the table. It
looked heavy - dense. I would come to deem it the thing of most worth I would ever receive.
Not worth in money, but worth as in worth to me. This was the beginning the most marvelous
adventure I would ever have.
I ripped open the wrapping paper to reveal what seemed to simply be a rough, black box.
Staring at it with slight confusion, I was given a key and showed the lock. I clicked the lock open
to reveal a black, vintage, 1963 Royál typewriter. It was beautiful. I filled it with paper and

***
Once our eyes open, once we are born, we begin to die. Life is only so long and so often
is it cut short. So much of our time is spent doing things we will never need to do or know.
Because it goes by so fast, we have to make an effort to grasp it and hold on to the
moments when we feel content. I think that too many people (myself included) wait for the
perfect time, when in reality, we are just waiting for someone else to come along and push us

time.
r everyone else. A
world where not only they fit, but a world in which everyone is included.
We are only a second old every moment. Every second we get a second older and in that
second, we are not the same person as any other second in our entire lives.
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Change is gradual, not instant. We can make it feel like change is instant, but it takes time
to develop into who we are. Everyone on our planet will travel through dark forests and oceans
with clear, sunny skies to find who they are.
The more bad days we encounter, the more stories we have, and with more troubles,
more experience. Everything has an equal and opposite reaction, so we are given death along
with life and good stories along with bad days.
***
I named him Jack Jack; every genre, every character, every person in my life. Jack has the ability to bring out my

him. And maybe one day someone else will think the same thing. I just have to make my mark
first.
***
We spend our entire lives searching for who we are. A lot of people get lost doing that.
They lose sight of what they had set out to do in the first place. Every choice we make defines
another part of us. The choice to sit down or stand up for what though believe in. Simple things
like helping out a friend or stay at home watching Instagram videos. Keep that in mind, that

want to be, but by just being it.
***
I find that people have differing opinions and mostly polar feelings about blank pages. It
can mean so many things. In art, for example, a blank canvas is symbolic of art itself, but also for
potential. In my experience - in writing - a blank page means everything and nothing all at once.
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In my opinion, I think words on a page themselves are boring and nothing short of a lazy person
with thoughts in their head. But when someone can make those word come off of the page,
member what the real world looks like, that is interesting.
And I strive to accomplish that one day.

described?
***

drawn to these places, but I am. Throughout writing this, I have suddenly become aware that I
do not know much about myself - why this is what I write, why I belong in California and
Australia. To me, California has negatives attached to it, but it is also the destination of movie and
music stars. California is one huge music video; beautiful and epic, filled with girls in sunglasses
and floppy sun hats and surfer dudes, palm trees and beaches.

need water and sprinklers are always going. The whole state is saturated with the color or a
bright, cloudless sky. And at sunset, it turns a rainbow of dark oranges, reds, and yellows.
The air is humid and always warm. It feels so nice to run through sprinklers and keep the
windows open.
f
people just like me; people with nothing but hopes and a smile; people who want to make and be
change. What a dream.
***
AJR has been my background music for three years now. It was Claire that initially started
it, suggesting Panic! At the Disco to me in 6th grade. After listening to their album, Spotify put
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on AJR. Adam, Jack, and Ryan share many of my same thoughts. I, again, am not sure why, but I
have never related more to something I have no idea about. Am I confused about the previous
statement as well? Yes. Yes I am.

I have listened to them and only them throughout the entire composition of whatever you dare
to call this work.
Sometimes, I just lie on my bed and look at the ceiling or close my eyes. They put so

think many people view music as art, but it is to me. They speak so many truths. I like that too.
They touch the sadness and potential of every situation. They take the dark and make it light.

I guess that I like it, then, because they are intentional. That everything is placed so

the perfect thing to label as the soundtrack to the last three years of my life.
I can be proud of.
***
I try to take life lightly, so I laugh at myself a lot. My younger self, mostly, at the things I

believed and the things I believed in. My main stream of forceful exhaling through my nose
comes from all the pe

Ha. How could I have ever liked them?

remember being head over heels for a someone when I was in the first grade. When I realized this
person goes to Bellarmine, I was immediately taken back to a cool October day in 2010. For the
sake of keeping this person anonymous, I will not recount the events of that day, but I will say I
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was taken back to it and that made me smile. Now, apparently this person is self-absorbed and
egotistical. That makes me laugh.
***
I need to stress l

real, but I disagree. My stress is very much so real, with its

not human.
***
As I lay here, in my bed, I inhale the crisp smell of a crackling fire and flaming

reminder of what seems like a mystical time; the times of burning marshmallows being flung
about and blown on, and the slight sense of panic that we would catch something on fire. Those
were the days.
***
I know that you can comprehend. But you have to ask what the difference is between
comprehend and understand. For me, to comprehend is to know and recognize the words you
hear or take in. To understand is to know exactly the feeling, the exact way of being. To me,
you - or anyone for that matter - can never understand the way I feel. And I can never
understand the way you feel. To understand is to be that person and to have been them for their
whole life.
To clarify, every person is unique in that they cannot understand the other. So, yes, it
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understand fully. They can comprehend how I may feel, but they cannot come anywhere near
understanding it.
***

agree more with this statement. But that was because I had an outside influence. I had an older
friend who I saw as a role model, and she had told me this. I nodded in agreement.
Over time, I came to realize
everyone is different. I think that it is absurd to think that in any way we are all the same. We

sapiens), but we are not alike.
Try to think of how many things every single person in the world has in common. We

now, so not all of us are here in reality. Not everyone has eyes or hands or feet, and not everyone
has the same thoughts.
I think that, in fact, we are more different than we are in common. But I think that what
we have in common is enough to recognize that we should work together. That we should put
aside things like war and division among our world, because we all know that there is only one

even the biggest things we do seem like nothing. Sometimes it makes me question why we even
bother with war and politics.
***
I find people have more fear of moving on than they do optimism. I think that there is
fear associated with change, but it is unnecessary. I also think that unnecessary is unnecessarily
spelled confusingly. I think many thoughts, most of which are probably useless to you, but all of
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which are useful to me. You see, my thoughts help me figure things out. There are so many
things I have yet to know though, and so many unanswered questions. Why are there bad people
in this world and why do they inflict evil on others? Why am I here, not why are we here as a
collective, but why am I specifically here? Is there a purpose at all? I am so sorry to leave you with
all these questions, but I hope that you will have thoughts of your own about these things.

Just as I will continue to for the rest of my life.

An Infinite Amount of Directions by Antoinette Perez

away.
Life could go an infinite amount of directions. From where you stand now, a quarter turn
to the left could start you on a road completely different from the one you were just on. A lot of

s me insane. My happiness is found in the
happiness of other people. I feel too much. Too much, all the time.
Admittedly, handling everything has gotten easier over the past year. Sometimes it seems
sappeared.
Like scars, time fades. Sixth grade camp is a small blot in the space of my mind; all I recall
from my first crush is his name. But I have some scars on my body that I still feel when I run my
hands over them-
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Wizard of Oz that year; and Munchkin Land was the next scene we had to block.
The worst feeling in the world is watching someone cry about you. Tears usually equal

would regret opening my mouth for months.

curtain around the raw emotion and conversation itself, but the spirit of middle school me is
wants to recount exactly what spilled out of her
that day.
Guilt. God, guilt spills out of every pore on my body when I think back to everything
that happened. Of all the hard conversations that I had been the cause of. Ask any of my close
friends; my eighth grade class was forced to grow the hell up because of me. A good majority of

ed me too
much to see me die.
Writing has meant everything to me the last few years. Journals kept my thoughts and
words neatly tucked away. Black ink spills across pages of filled notebooks. Diaries filed away in a
ck and read them a total of two times. Anymore and I

ringtone played through the aux of our car. To this day, I have no idea who spoke up, not a clue.
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At the time, I was terrified. My dad had gotten a call. From what I could tell, it was straight from
my principle. Oh God, my legs began trembling, please Lord not now.
God doesn't seem to like it when you pray for a longer amount of time to hurt yourself;

mediumalarms sounding off throughout my body; but not how m

my life.
-

continuation, but my father is done talking. We pull into a parking spot close to the doors of our
local Walgreens. I had asked to drop by and pick up some Nair. A school dance was coming up,

But I can hold off on that for a while. Walking through the aisles felt surreal. Walgreens has a lay
out of straight rows, each wall painted blindingly white. My stomach folded into itself, collapsing
under the anticipation of returning home.
I made quick work to get what I needed, but the walk back to my father felt like it was
never ending. I was shaking, my bones felt cold, it felt like someone putting continuous weight
could physically
hurt. Every time I inhaled in, my heart jumped up to meet my breath. Holding it there, blocking
off my throat. This is why some people hyperventilate in the middle of panic attacks.
I slide into place beside my dad at the counter. His hands are shoved into his pockets,
feeling around for his wallet. I notice when his fingers curl around the leather of it, the outline of
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jean pocket. Just, resting there. That was not a good sign; it meant my father was thinking too

up
vegetables and freeze. Just suspended in the moment. Held captive by whatever situation he was

Or in this situation, sad.
My palms begin to sweat. The plastic tube I was holding grows slimey. My hands were
shaking. All three of these things combined, cullmulated to the dropping of the nair onto the
floor. It bounced on the white tiles, sliding to a stop behind me. It was an awkward pause in time,
like the kinds you have in conversation. Not really knowing what to do next, and diffusing the

anxiety gets you. Everything is a big deal. Every action, done or not. Every word, spoken or left
unsaid.
But anxiety grabs hold of me, a million thoughts raced through my head. Not one of
them processed and dealt with properly. Each dark blimp in my subconscious sticking to my mind
like bubble gum. The more of them I had, the more the mass grew. And grew. And grew. The
feeling would seep down from my head to my stomach. The big glob of dread oozing from my
mind to the rest of my body. Filling the rest of me with the darkness too.
moment. And the rest of that interaction is a very cloudy memory for
me. But all of sudden there was a cool breeze passing through my hair, and I was outside of that
damn Walgreens.
Relieved for a moment. Glad that no one pointed out how stupid I was acting in front of
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But the relief was short lived, the air taken out of my lungs when I recalled we had to go
home next.
I was very jealous of people who just knew how to be happy. How to stay happy, for
more than a few fleeting seconds. The terrifying nature of my thoughts surrounded me like an
ocean. A small raft, or rock, or any other metaphor, was the only thing I had to keep from

The ocean roaring around me was black. An inky substance made of the negativity I felt
every waking moment. Waves are hard to fight against. Letting go is sometimes a much easier,
less painful, option.

stop yet; but I needed out. The small space was suffocating. I already knew what had been said
over the short phone call. The whole ride home was hell for me, because I knew that the arrival

And I was completely right.
I booked it up to my room and snuggled up under three blankets, acting as if those layer
of warmth were thick enough to keep out impending reality.
But nothing keeps out reality. At least not for long. My mother and father knocked on my
door. Huh, already starting out odd, I thought. My parents never knocked on my bedroom door.
ve to. The mood was set: they were

m completely serious when I say, the hardest thing to see are your parents crying.
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And thus started therapy, a huge expense for sure, but seriously helpful. It reminds me a
lot of school. Being given coping skills and assignments that take months to build up. Working up
to solid coping methods takes time. Depression takes away any energy you have to do anything.
Getting up in the morning can be extremely difficult. Just as daunting as doing the SATs or
before you begin. Depression took over
everything. I was tired and drained from the moment I woke up, to when I eventually fell asleep.

was awake.
Unhealthy coping skills are much easier to pick up than the healthy ones. And so much
easier to maintain, a lot of them are addictive. Alcohol, drugs, sex you name it. The
to forget. An emotional anesthesia, totally numbing whatever demons we have to live with. I

into it.
I have scars on my body that attest to this. That remind me of everything.
I relapsed twice. Meaning I quit for a couple of weeks, a month, and then ended up
getting back into it. Physical pain became what brought relief to me. A way to express the pain,
hysical injury to an emotional one. A

bit tricker, but they always brushed my knees so I would just need to be mindful when standing
up.
It started with scissors. My family had already gotten rid of all sharp objects and
medications in my home. Locks magically appeared on every cabinet in the kitchen. A baby
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monitor set up in my room around the same time as well. So the blades had to come from
school.

hen forearms.

original at the time. The pain was all I cared about. All I craved. Soon, I graduated to actual
ox. Those cut easier, and deeper. Around this time

exactly who sounded the alarms about what I was doing to myself. I recall begging them to keep
their mouths shut,

turns around to face me, the action so swift that her hair whips around her.

None
Needless to say, they had succeeded in making it known about what I was doing. Which
sucked even more, because it turns out you can
I never went to the bathroom alone, the door stayed open when I showered and then my
body checked. I d
sleeping in my parents room, and was escorted everywhere I went.

I would like to be associated with anymore. You, the person reading this, may not know
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personality and then build a new one. Or simply a classmate, proofreading this before the final
draft of our literary magazine is typed and published.
Either way, this darkness that occupied every part of me, eventually reached my soul. Or
heart. Wherever you believe the essence of a person resides; and tainted that too. Any light that
had been a part of me was squashed by the inky blackness. I was left tranquilized.
I went a couple months without opening my mouth. Not saying a word to the people
occupying space around me. Conversation, when I had absolutely no choice but to engage in
one, left much to be desired.
ding ninety-

Why did I agree to going out today? My fingers fiddled with the edge of my shirt. I

The three animated girls crowded near me in the changing area of our local Hollister. I
was asked to go out with them that day. Dim Sum and shopping, it should have been great.

without second guessing if it was real. It was hard trusting that my friends actually wanted me
with them that day. It was hard believing that anyone would.
my friend departed from the rest
of our group to pay.

fire. Thoughts d
productive, but in an unhealthy way. My mouth raced faster than my head, saying absolutely
everything that slipped into my mind. Offensive and rude? Completely. Delusional as hell?
Always. My mood jumped from suicidal to,
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A terrible superiority complex combined with a body that acted hyped up on speed
dark place that happens soon after.
You act normal, stable, for a couple of weeks-

I tried to kill myself soon after coming back from winter break. T

ever met. The sweetest, most gentle human being ever had clawed the bottle of pills away from
my grasp and then body slammed me into the ground.

I got treatment, I made some of my closest friends inside a psych ward for

- some days send me
back to where I was a year ago. Trying is all a lot of people can do sometimes; and even that takes
more effort than a normal person can imagine.

individual just passes from them onto everyone they love. And yeah, it sucks for absolutely

themselves in front of a bus. Trust me, I know that. I watched my friends get hurt because they
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had to stand by and watch me fade into nothing. My parents stress out over medical bills,
admitting to me that their biggest fear was having to bury their child.

There was some sort of veil pulled between me and logic. Ergo, I had none. An
impenetrable partition that forbade me from accepting the love that people sent my way. It was

influencing what I thought of my family.
it would tell me, They only take pity. Who would want the suicide

of a child on their conscience?

back closed, that damned monster would be right there at your side. It gets exhausting trying to
argue back. A constant debate going back and forth with the ugly beast, at the beginning I tried
my hardest to remember that people loved me.

this was its catchphrase at this point, no one will!

An ugly chuckle emanates from its throat, People lie. It gets up and stalks towards me, a
terrifying personification of the insidious darkness that lived inside me.

rything.
The mutt regards me with disgust.
My already nonexistent self esteem spiraled lower the longer this animal remained near
me. I believed it, every single thing it would tell me. The vile comments sunk into my mind,
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mirrors. I was seeing myself how that dog saw me, it was what the darkness wanted me to see.
e to inconvenience them. If

myself into believing that it was some sort of twisted selflessness. I wanted to stop being an
y family. Or my friends.

eventually. But it was hard believing that anyone else would even notice. I thought that I was too
much to care about. Too annoying, too sad, too ugly, too stupid, too everything. And I was tired
of feeling that way.
I was tired of waking up to numbness. Feeling nothing, walking around like a robot.
Observing no color, no joy, in the world around me.
And if I ever got relief from the emptiness, it was quickly filled by pain sent straight from
hell. An anguish that burned inside me, it ate me up from the inside out. I wanted it to end. I
wanted to stop feeling so much hurt, and self loathing. I wanted to give myself a break. I hated it.

creation.

the help I needed to start repairing the way I think. The way I saw myself.
But I worked towards that light eventually. I started laughing again, and not the faint,
forced kind anymore. It was real, and loud. Oh god I missed being loud. I promised myself, I
would never go quiet again.
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I got back into talking and passion for things I used to love filled me again. After being
mute for so long, the feeling of opening my mouth and speaking was too good. Too good to ever

live silently, and it sucked. Especially for someone who, as a young girl, had been so bright and
excited.
I hadn't felt excited about anything for so long.
Slowly, the world started regaining its color. I rediscovered hearing people laugh and
allowing myself to hope. Because hope is an insanely beautiful thing, and incredibly powerful too.
If I had decided to not say anything, if no one had ratted me out, I would most probably

leading me here. It takes an unbelievable amount of effort, support, and maintenance, but I was

it. Shut the stupid mutt up when it starts making noise again.
n.
And I hate not keeping promises.
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“That’s the Human in Me” by Briana Steel
Growing up, I believed I had a normal family. My dad owned a business in Old Town
Tacoma, my mom was a psychologist who “retired” when she was pregnant with me. She
stayed at home and cared for us kids; packed our lunches everyday, and made banana chocolate
smoothies for us when we came home from school. My parents loved and supported my brother
and me and always did what was best for us. We were close with our extended family, almost all
my relatives lived in state — excluding a few of my dad’s cousins who had moved to Alaska,
Oregon and Minnesota. We would rotate thanksgivings, and see both sides of the family on
Christmas day every year. We would also see them often throughout the year, for holidays,
birthdays or just for fun.
My dad had a normal family; everyone was happily married with a few kids, and a stable
job. My mom’s family was a little complicated; my grandma divorced and married several times
(there were a few other things going on) and it created a lot of half-brothers, sisters and cousins.
It was normal to me because I grew up in this situation and it didn’t show any signs of being out
of the ordinary, at least to me.
Every summer—and some holidays—we would make the drive to Chelan to see my
grandma, who lived with my uncle (well, my half-uncle. His father, now one of my grandma’s
countless exes, lives in Arizona.) and my older cousin Maddie, whom I idolized as a kid (and
frankly, to this day.) Her mother passed away when she was in first grade, which was the reason
they moved in with my grandma, who was then living in Carnation. My mom’s side was always
fun to be around, and I loved spending time with them and I’m so thankful for the memories I've
made with them.
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Maddie taught me dances that I would later that night perform in front of my family, hip
hop music cranking out of her heavy purple stereo from her room downstairs. We would also
play Xbox games in the hot downstairs TV room until our heads hurt. I would sit on her stool
covered in the names of her friends in different colors of gel pens, admiring the walls of Costcoprinted photos while I wait for the heat of her flat iron to radiate off my hair. Countless episodes
of Hannah Montana were always playing in the background of her room. We loved spending
time with each other, as I was her little shadow that would follow her around all the time. She
enjoyed it, she would always dress me up or play house with me.
My brother was Maddie’s little baby. They both had bleach blond hair and a smile on
their faces, and looked more like siblings than my brother and I. Maddie would keep him in a
wrap and walk with him around like his mother. In public, Maddie got stares and everyone
wanted to know the story of a teenage mother.
In the summer, my Grandma May would take my brother and me to the pool down the
road, piling us in her tin can car, dog hair from her little dog Meiko covered the interior. We
would sit in the trunk or stick our heads out the sunroof while she flew down the hill. We would
swim until our hands were pruning or dark clouds rolled in, then we would make the thirtysecond drive back up the hill to her house.
My uncle would take us in his speed boat on lake Chelan, me screaming and crying for
him to slow down. I was used to being on boats and around water in the Northwest, but it
terrified me that Lake Chelan was one of the deepest lakes in the United States, at 1,486 feet
deep. He would take us to his job to clean the parks, taking us to our favorite one on the beach
with a big red playground.
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Then there’s my aunt Arielle who would keep us up into the night, munching on candy
and talking until it was well into the am. She would love to take us to movies or the park, and

she always had something fun up her sleeve, whether that be going to the beach and
getting Kid-valley or taking a impromptu-trip to Seattle Center, or go to a fun new park in
Kirkland. With her, you never know — which was always the best part.
Every so often, Maddie’s sisters (they had different dads, both passed away with their
mom, then their mom passed away in her sleep when she was married to my uncle.) would come
down, and I would always confused them because they looked like twins. They were always fun
to be around as well, and Maddie and I would be glued to their side until they left.
The drive to Chelan was always thrilling, being so beyond excited to see my family that
the four hour drive felt like six. If we were lucky, my parents would take the Highway two route
to Chelan and stop at Leavenworth for pretzels and ice cream. Once we would finally drive into
Chelan at sun down, my mom and I would chant; “Wapato.. Wapato.. Wapato..POINT!”, which
was the resort that lured my family to Chelan in the first place. My favorite part was driving up
the hill to my grandma’s house, watching the twinkling lights of the little town turn small, while
we could almost see the entire lake, and the last view of the dark shadowy Cascades before it
was pitch black.
We have a bit of confusing family situation, but I never really questioned it. To be
honest, I never completely understood it. Little did I know, that I would come to understand it
clearly in the future. The truth of my family unraveled just recently, maybe I've been mature
enough, maybe they are tired of holding it in, and the shell of my almost perfect family begins to
crack and leak the actual truth of the stories I've heard. One day at breakfast, the truth of my
family really began to spill. Small droplets at first, then buckets on buckets.
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I was impatient in my design class, sketching the outlines of something that I wasn’t
supposed to be working on. I waited for the bell to ring to dismiss us for winter break. What was

supposed to be the landscape of the objects on the table in front of me, was now a lightly
sketched flower in a meadow, with a wide mountain range and stormy skies behind it. It was
nine minutes until we were out for Christmas break, and I was antsy. Everyone was, it had been a
long three months of school and it was finally time for a break. I was pretty excited for
Christmas and New Years, but I was mainly excited for my trip to Vancouver with my grandma
and cousin. We were only spending a night up in British Columbia, but I was excited
nonetheless. I hadn’t seen my cousin Maddie in a few months, and she was always fun to be
around, no matter the time or place. My Grandma was almost always up for adventure, as long as
it was a groupon deal.
So I spent my weekend in Vancouver with my grandma and cousin, roaming the city for
fun adventures with the two of them. At the end of the weekend, I loaded my two bags that
carried my clothes in her newer car (the tin can was retired once my cousin Michael was born
because it was deemed “unsafe” by my aunt and uncle) We started talking, first about school,
then my sailing, her golf tournaments and about the one time we almost burnt the Chelan house
down. We chatted about various other things going on in our lives. I somehow found myself
talking about my depressive episode in the summer that started between sixth and seventh grade,
lasting for about seven months, from June to January the following year. I had isolated myself
from everyone else and wouldn’t talk to anyone at school, and would come home crying almost
every single day. My grandma said that she went through something similar,
“When Arielle and Mollie went off to college, I was all by myself. They had been my
entire life for so long, and they kept my life so busy all the time that I didn’t know what to do
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without them home. I had a depressive episode like yours for the first year that Mollie was in
college. I had been so busy with the girls and with work for years, that when the went off to
college and I started working less, I really didn’t know what to do with myself. I didn’t have

anyone at the house, and I had to start learning what living on my own was going to be
like. Luckily, Mollie was pretty homesick and would make frequent trips home.”
“Yeah, she always talks about how rough that first year for her was.”
I look up at the road ahead us, and see the headlights shine on a sign on the side of the
road, “Welcome to Kirkland.”
December in Kirkland, what was supposed to be the best time of the year felt no different
from the other days we made the forty-five minute drive up here. It really didn’t feel like
winter—or Christmas— at all; the sky was full of clouds which just made the sky bright grey.
One of my least favorite weather conditions, but one of the most prominent in Washington. A
sleepy headache loomed over me. When we had arrived to Kirkland, we were too tired to make
the final leg back to Tacoma to get me home. We stayed that night in Kirkland, where my Aunt
Arielle lives, and just recently added a mother-in-law on top of the garage, where my Grandma
lived for the last few years. She had pulled the twin bed out of her little couch in the corner. The
light pillow that I had slept on made my head hurt, and I couldn’t really fall asleep because that
woman has four goddamn clocks in her apartment. Four! I could hear the clocks ticking,
counting away the hours until my untimely demise. The next morning we went pto a small
family owned breakfast place outside of Kirkland. I thought some pancakes would help my
mood, and it actually kind of did.
My grandmother and I sat at the window of the little breakfast place, stuffing our faces
with pancakes, and talking about my grandfather. She was mainly doing the talking, I ate my
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food slowly; asking questions every so often. We only saw my grandfather a few times a year,
once for Christmas, and once during the summer, when my aunt forced the rest of us to go
golfing in Seattle, even though none of us knew what the hell we were doing.
“When they were very young, your Grandpa Ginger promised he would take the girls to
the North Pole. Arielle was maybe seven, and Mollie five, and then they disappeared one day. I
got them almost the entire month and he got one weekend each month. One day he just took
them, without telling me, and it was not his weekend. I showed up at the school to pick the girls
up, and I was informed that they weren't there and that Ginger had picked them up earlier for a
‘doctor’s appointment.’ I made a goddamn fool of myself in front of the kindergarten and 2nd
grade teacher, breaking down hysterically.
“After making a trip to Ginger’s home, seeing that there wasn’t anyone there, I went
home that night without my daughters. I had the worst night, pacing back and forth until the sun
rose again. I went to work the next morning trying to pretend everything was fine, and
pretending I had slept the previous night. I repeated this cycle many, many times, until I got a
call two weeks later from Ginger, saying that he took my daughters to the ‘North Pole’ to see
Santa and that Mollie was misbehaving because she was screaming for her mother. He yelled at
me for being a crappy mother and not raising my kids correctly because of Mollie’s meltdowns,
and I cried of anger and pure hatred for the man that took my daughter away from me when he
didn’t have the right to.”
“What did you do?”
“He told me to drive up to the Canadian border to come collect my kids.” My mouth
hung open. “Wow.”
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“The sad thing is this wasn’t the first time stuff like that happened. He would always
threaten me and the kids, and he had me worried constantly.”
“When we were together, he cheated on me multiple times and would come home from
being at other women’s houses, sometimes he would bring women home. And after the divorce,
he refused to pay child support”
“Really?”
“He wrote me a check for $2,000 when the girls were in college, when they were on their
own supporting themselves financially.”
“So you didn’t need it?”
“I had already planned out to pay for some of their college funds and they were on their
way to paying it off themselves, so we took a few weeks off and spent it in Hawaii.”
“That’s the biggest ‘eff you’ I’ve ever heard of.”
During our entire conversation, my Grandma remained calm, acting as if this was normal
thing that occured her words would start to slur and her eyes would fill with tears every so often,
but her voice remained steady. My Aunt is usually the one to initiate plans with my grandfather,
and I had never really noticed this until this moment.
I had learned he was a pretty bad person, and I knew I could never tell my mother that I
knew of any of these events because she probably hid it from me and my brother for a good
reason, and recalling these things would not be a light conversation. What would I even say to
her? “Mom I'm sorry for what you have to go through”? I knew the light would drain from her
eyes, the smile from her face, and she would probably look at me with concern or even worry. I
wasn’t sure if I wanted to have that conversation with her yet. In that moment, I was so stunned
by the news of this, that questions later popped up that I didn’t even think about that second.
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Did my dad even know? Why do they not have a restraining order against Ginger? Why
do we make bi-annual trips to Ballard to see him? Because he would get angry if he didn’t see
his grandchildren? He seemed like a pretty okay person, and they trusted him enough to leave me
alone with him on drives to restaurants after our attempted golf playing. I was too shy to say
anything, and I didn't know him too well. Frankly, he probably didn’t have anything to say to
say. All of these events swirled in my head, and I wondered how it affected my aunt and mother.
Did

they even know it was going on at the time? Did grandma try to hide it so the girls
weren’t worried? Had they witnessed it?
My grandma had read my mind, and said, “I remember the night that the girls witnessed
Ginger push me down the stairs in my own home. Mollie was probably most affected by it—
maybe because she was so little—or maybe because she was a little more sensitive than Arielle,
or she saw the situation for what is was.”
I was at a lost for words, and I didn’t know how to respond, so I just continued to listen
with open ears.
“Mollie screamed at him to stop, Arielle sat in the corner and cried.”
Knowing the two, that was a complete switch. My aunt Arielle was normally the loud
one, always filling the space with conversation. My mom was normally quiet, not having a
chance to talk since Arielle would dominate the conversation. Never in a million years would I
think that they could switch roles like that. The brain does odd things under stress and trauma.
“I can’t believe that.” I said, not knowing what else to say but the thoughts racing around
in my brain.
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“Did they have to go to counseling?” I asked, I had put my fork down and my pancakes
started to turn cold, but I couldn't care less, I was more interested in this story than the
strawberry pancakes in front of me.
“Yes of course. After that incident, I decided that they needed counseling. Both girls had
counseling for years, Mollie had a lot more than Arielle. For a while I was really worried about
her because she had no sign of improvement. She went three times a week, contrary to Arielle’s
one appointment and did two extra years than Arielle.”
And before she even said it, my face fell and my heart dropped. I knew it before she even
said it. My body went numb, goose bumps formed on my skin, and my throat ached as it

held back tears. We said it in unison, the single heartbreaking thing that I had never
known about my mom before this moment.
“That’s why she became a physcologist”
A heavy load weighed down on me, and my heart broke for my poor mom. How could
she handle all that, at such a small age? And why had I never heard about this before? She was
always a little sun beam of happiness and positive energy, how could anyone break her that
much?
“Yes, she wanted to help people that go through the same things she did, and why she
was more interested in being a school counselor.” My mom would sometimes tell us stories of
the kids she had dealt with in the past. Some cases she would just help the kids with basic
problems, getting grades up, feuds between friends, normal high school drama. In other cases
though, she had to call CPS or contact the police. She worked at a lower income high school in
Federal Way for about two years. But I never knew that her dedication in her short-lived career
was rooted in her own childhood traumas.
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When I was younger, I believed my family to be pretty normal, but just like any other
family, we are far from that. All this information came to me in the span of the last year, and has
kind of hit me in the face. I have learned many things from the spillage of my family’s secret
over the last year, and not just about my family. About humans overall, our tendency to hide and
bottle things up: to put on a mask to seem perfect and normal. Well, after all these years of
believing my family was happy and normal, I can finally admit that they are not. It's okay, it
means they are human and they have flaws. They’ve lied, cheating, been wrong and covered
things up. It has created the person they are today, the person that I cherish in my heart, despite
the pain and suffering they have had to go through in their awful past, that I can comfort
and help get through it and live to be the best person they can be. There’s humanity and
flaws in all of us, not matter how much we try to hide it.

Sci-fi/Fantasy
Darius Lee

The bang echoed through the room, the mans large metal fist testing
the tables integrity. His voice boomed through the hall.

putting human lives inside that ship is sending them away with a chance of dying! Please sir,I Beg
you, if you give my crew more time
he is cut off by a even bigger presence in the room.
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the only one left! Do you not understand the urgency our situation calls for?! The Earth will be a
flaming ball of nothing in twelve years time! Sending the ship any later will doom us all. Now

The large figure in the front of the hall was known as the judicial use in deciding given

ideas it judges if those ideas are best for the people or not. In this case, you can see the outcome.

My head tilted down as these words left his mouth. Once upon a time the doctor was seen as a
genius, the premier expert in the field of space travel. Now he was seen as a madman. It pained
me to see him like this, as any daughter would, but then I remember the things he sacrificed for
his reputation, one of those things being our relationship.I Stared at the crowd below. My grey
space suit reflecting little light and my helmet sitting heavy in my lap.I Had trained for this
moment for the last 7 years, training to save my race. Now it seemed like the days were sneaking
up on me, and leaving in 3 days felt like a crazy notion. The JUDGE program had finished its
work, and the people had started clearing out of the hall. The large courtroom doors swung open
ound 94
degrees, but the dryness of the air seemed to take the moisture straight out of your skin, the sun
took up around a third of the sky, the red giant almost mocking the people of our planet. The sun
had already engulfed mercury and Venus, and it was steadily moving towards earth. The people of
our planet trembled, and our last hope was a manned mission through the galaxy, through a predesignated strip of planet prospects that humans could call home. Including me, a group of five
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highly trained astronauts are manning the mission to new earth. The ship leaves in 5 hours and
the world waits at the edge of their seats as our departure draws near. The crew is escorted off the
stage to a large hover car that awaits at the end of a long teal carpet. Cameras flash as we walk
across the 20 yard carpet to the chariot. We slowly enter.

Lui hyien had become my best friend though the last seven years. She was our space walker and
had been studying to survey a planet from above to determine if it was still worth visiting, and she
could also do outside repairs.

does. But hey, we gotta get our head in the game! We need our captain to be completely

Charlie looked up

Charlie was my twin brother. When there is a person on earth who has exceptional intelligence,
they are permitted to have two children through artificial insemination (with a machine called a

special ability to diagnose if a planet could handle human life, if it had the resources to sustain our
presence.

Sandy turned her head out the window.

sandy was our mechanics expert. She was a loud person, but she was nice enough. The car
stopped and we slowly flowed out. No cameras were permitted in this area, so all that stood was
our group, and the towering ship. The ship had to be the size of a football field, as its silver sides
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sloped upwards to a dull point. This would be my home for the next ten years, and if the mission

ns! It might even be the size

the hip.

The crew laughed. But the thought of what was really going on sort of hit us all at once. Sandy
closed her eyes.

no even a guarantee that we survive. But this is our best bet. We are the best bet. So this day we

I turned on my heels, and could feel their eyes pointed on my back. We slowly walked to the
ship, and we were met with a loading crew. We loaded onto the ship. We got into our launch
suits, sat down in our seats, and waited. My seat sat at the front with liu to the right and behind
me, followed by sandy who sat behind and to the left, while Tyson and Charlie at diagonally and
behind Liu and Sandy. The air in the room felt heavy, like it weighed down on us. A large blue
television hologram appeared with our world's top scientist already speaking on it.

the words felt dry leaving my throat. The countdown begins.
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We all braced ourselves

The engines roared as we turn our heads to Charlie, but instantly we are launched into away from
earth, at a speed no other human has reached. We entered the blackness of space in an instant. All
the sudden, everything is silent, as we move millions of miles an hour from home. Charlie sits,
profusely sweating, panting.

should stop the ship open the window guards, we have 7 days that are for leisure. We could use a

With the push of a button the metal window guards slide upward, revealing the sight few
humans have ever seen. The vast, terrifyingly beautiful view of space. We gazed out in awe at the

sounded like

I had to break the feeling of amazement after a bit, even though slightly regretted doing so.
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Just like that, the windows went down and we were moving at unimaginable speeds again.

The crew went our separate ways, going to our rooms.I Found mine, a large room that resembled
a hotel suite. The Tv was supposed to have around 300 movies downloaded on it, but without
even bothering to check I layed down and went to bed.I Awoke to a strange noise. It sounded
like metal lightly clanging together.I Rolled over off my bed, my feet touching the cold metal
floor. The noise continues.Crept across my room and went into the hallway. The lights were
dimmed in the hall, and slowly maneuvered through the narrow passageways towards the sound.
The banging got louder.I Felt as if I was just around the corner, and asIturned, the sound
e.Slowly
walked back to my room.I Didn't go back to sleep.

Tyson said. Everyone nodded in agreement.

Silence. Sandy broke it.

Sandy left, while the rest of us prepared. There was 2 hours until we arrived at the planet. We
were flying through another whole universe. This was the Tacitil system, a small group of planets
that orbits two suns in a strange pattern. There is one planet here, which we nicknamed

size as Jupiter. Liu was sent out to survey if there was anything we should be worried about.
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Potential storms on the planet, mountainous ranges we should avoid, etc. She surveyed the planet
using various tools, and she gave us the all clear. Within the hour, we became the first humans to

world. Noises came from every direction.

I said. Our job was for us to survey and decide if this planet is one of our options. We would stay
for a maximum of two weeks, and then once we had gathered enough data we would go on to
the next prospect.

Charlie got up, heading into the ship

Iwas interrupted by a deep rumble. Almost like a large animal was growling from the earth. The
ground rumbled. Charlie spoke up

Charlie almost seemed angry.
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We quickly packed everything up and headed to the ship.Ipowered everything up.

The ship hovered. Then the banging started. Again. Louder.

sandy hustled back. The rumble continued.

head up. He was smiling.

I Turned to him.

J.U.D.G.E program
dismissed his claims, but those claims will be true! Then he will be respected again! Nobody will

Tyson jolted up.

n. Our ship became a ball of fire. My skin burned, slowly charing. I Heard

Faded away, my body shutting down. As my eyes closed saw my brother. Sitting, smiling,
knowing the fate of his friends and family. This was of us and our planet.
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Seane Lopez
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now tyrants. But you, you
closing in on me.
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the sheep came close, I noticed the sheep has the eyes of a blind man. I fell down on the ground
and the sheep dragged me near the seafront.

clouds; shaking the earth with every step he takes. When I blinked, I opened my eyes to the
seafront beside my village. I saw a crimson wave head towards me as I laid down paralyzed. I got
swept away from the thick, salty water. Down there I heard fire crackling and cannons blowing
everywhere.

my nose. An old man tapped my back with his broomstick, although pushing it away, he kept
poking me with the ends of the broom.

When I moved here I thought people would treat me better, as in better I meant: provide me
with refreshments. But it was just the same as the other villages. As imperfect as my life may be at
least I get the beautiful scene. This was one of the only places where I could see the sun sink at
the ends of the world. The bamboos that grew next to the pond would usually be cut in half and
then burnt for the ceremony that would take place today. As I continued down the cobblestone
street, my mind felt empty almost like I was forgetting something. Was it about the tales of me
advancing to waves of soldiers? Or was it?
r of the village, finding a way to
make my voice heard is going to be hard, since the bamboo ceremony starts today. On top a hill
that stood beside the village walls. I watched my people burn a pile of bamboo and made all kinds
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of things out of bamboo. Some kids ran around fighting with sticks. I ran and tripped down the
hill, rolling. I had all kinds of green around my body, but this was no excuse to slow me down
from telling my prophecy. I opened the gates and people looked at the green walking bush like
contraption. I ignored the glares and whispers and continued on to the center of the village circle.
I looked at the statue of Shinohara statue and as the people looked at me while the heavens cleared and shine light upon me.

too was losing balance. Bam! The statue crashed and crushed into rubble. The villagers started to

nothing!
trial -

ou have to say for yourself before we banish you from our

our land to destroy and ki
fearfully.

agreed with
the judge.
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his hands. I saw some villagers nod and agreed.

shed blood. I will let you have fun with him for a little but do not kill him. If he dies he becomes

all I said was:

dragged to a boat. My exile is upon me.

My
nose felt spicy. Thunder roared in all directions as waves argued with each other. An island was

in years since the death of Shinohara.
Shinohara was our last swordsman. He never stopped loving his village, and he showed that
vibrantly. Though, one thing disturbed me. I once noticed something when he fought to defend
our village. He smiled even with a mask you could see the smirk and glow in his eyes that are

insanity. After killing the children of the village, he was then captured and pushed into the pit of
bamboos. I was apparently supposed to be pushed there too, instead, I was put into exile with
other prisoners. The boat stopped.

sword. The prisoners and I got off the boat except for this old man who just woke up and started
protesting against the captain. The old man was yelling and throwing gestures all over the place.
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Eventually, the captain looked like he got frustrated and pushed off the old man out the boat,
leaving him to drown. The old man flopped in the water like a fish without water.

beautiful hills, palm trees, and multiple mountain ranges with waterfalls, this was paradise. The
sun was rising off the ends of the earth, I saw a bright glaring object fly by and land in front of my

Shocked by the near death experience, a humongous prisoner laughed stupidly and pushed
me out of the way to grab the sword. The others gathered around him as he freed himself off his
cuffs and wielded the sword. Not even seconds after he chased them killing them one by one.
The screams of sheep pierced through my ears Even more shocked, I just stood there and
watched the horrors of the wolf slaughtering the sheep.

The mountain of a man said in front of me. Looking at the man who would be the death of me, I
charged at him with ropes still tied around my hands. He slashed the sword and cut my whole left

jumped on his back choking him and biting his ears off. My vision was getting blurry. I made him
fall down. He tried lunging the sword but I kicked the sword off his hand.

gouged his eyes one by one. Squish, squish. Ah the sound of cherry picking. Bang, bang!
Thunder and lightning clashed each other. I laughed and laughed and laughed and laughed. My
vision was crimson. I punched the carcass. I punched his head, punched his teeth out, with
nothing but my remaining right arm.

my eyes. A voice called out to me. Opening my eyes again, I saw the white beaming lights of the
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heavens shined on me. For a moment the darkness of the world disappeared, the shadows of the
trees, clouds, and mountains disappeared. The man who appeared in my dream walked amongst
the clouds, he looked

shook from the guilt. The blood on my left arm still poured like the waterfall before me.

the one who appeared in your dream, and I

te clouds became crimson and grey.
My heart pumps so hard I could see it palpitate through my skin. My eyes were turning back to
the shade of red. Kami told me to go back to sleep because he will take care of me.
Later, I woke up in a boat, with a tall ghostly figure that stands in front of me, rowing the
boat. I stood up. I asked who or what it is, and what it wants with me. But it said nothing.
Almost to the shore he points at a nearby village and says,

exited the boat and started walking toward the town. I see four towers, two made out of crying
women and another two made out of men trying to climb the tower, kicking each other, having
no regard to who kick down. In front, there are gates of fire. There stood two people, both with
heads of a boar. Kami obviously wanted me to do their dirty work, by killing the demons in this
world, but anything the Kami asks is anything that I shall do. Picking up a stone, I throw it into
bo
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full of floating heads that spoke insults,
ed through the streets slashing the
heads in half. They cry of laughter, smiling every time I cut them; filthy creatures.
- has retufloating head. So I chased after it. It ran like a chicken with its head taken off. It tripped and fell, I
looked at its face and it was frowning. I look at it for another second; I will not be deceived by
demons! I cut it and it laughed this time it pierced my ears. For hours I ran through the village,
killing every head. The laughter just kept getting louder and louder, I eventually realized what
Shinohara felt and start laughing with them. I chased down every head like a hungry hound.
gre stood and yelled at me. He
leaped onto the center of the hard marble ground. His eyes glowed striking red. He lunged and
charged at me. I jumped over him and cut his back. Roaring I jump on his stomach and leap over
his head and pierced his eyes. Balancing on his face I stomp the sword deeper into his eyes. I
jump off kicking his chin and landing in one piece. The ogre stopped covering its eyes and for the
last time, it charged I slid between his legs and he then accidentally charges into a spike, Shook!the wooden beam pierced through his heart. Fire blasted out from his mouth, I approached him
and pulled out the sword from his eyes. Looking at his miserable face I decapitate him and in his
last miserable moments, he let out this roar; almighty roar.
Bwaa! Trumpets blasted in the heavens, and hands of Kami reached down to me from the
stairs, leading me to this dazzling temple. I know this was here before, maybe I wasn't just
paying attention. Bwa! The trumpets grew louder as I was getting closer to the temple. When I
arrived, the voice of Kami said
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surrounded me and dispersed. The temple disappeared and in front of me was just a simple shrine
that I used to sleep in my old town. I look around, and I see no fire, no towers. The body of the
ogre disappeared. Just the runned down version of my village. I sleep again where I was before
Part Two: Catacombs
n before. It pointed
north and said,

as I tried picking myself up. I have forgotten that left arm has been cut off. I stand up and looked
at it. No bones nor flesh were visible. It was sown. And so my journey began. The eerie silence
of the forests and the ominous shadows of the trees rests. The tall figure followed me from
behind.

walked beside me and stared at me with its dark shadowy hood.

talked to a person in a while.
Sitting down it asked,

to prove to my village men that I am a strong person. And after all this I get to have great

about it, did I say something wrong?
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not. If it were my time,
Shinigami would have taken me to the underworld by now. Four days has passed, I was still on
my journey. Shinigami embarked on its own journey whilst I was in the midst of dreaming of
drinking sake and hunting. The gazes of Shinigami still haunted me. Had he invited me to die?

Another three days has passed and I witnessed two crabs fighting. The red crab had a
damaged leg, so it took it off. It had a bad arm, so it took off its arm. The orange crab gouged the
eyes of the red crab. The red crab tried running away, so the orange crab ran in front of it.
Thinking the red crab would run into him, the blind red crab with its last arm pinched and
cracked the orange

serious. His hands which was reaching down onto the sand retracted back into the heavens.

the sand, it was Shinigami again.

skinning off, going down to the bones. And so did my whole body. Eventually, I was just a
walking skeleton. I walked and walked, the beachfront felt like a desert. Crack. A hand from the

Crack-crack-crack.
More and more hands came from the ground, a tunnel of bones started forming in front of me. I
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walked into it. More hands came out the ceiling and walls grabbing every part and limbs of my
body. Light from the end of the tunnel illuminated and a tall skinny figure stood there.

drilling words that the tunnel spoke started to engrave in my mind,

Kill us, kill us.

mmobile by then, the hands

covered my whole body. The light of the end of the tunnel disappeared and but the tall figure still
remained; now walking towards me. With hands of bones, it reached out a sword from his dark
robes. It put down its hood and revealed the face of Kami.

all the hands surrounding me. I ran down the tunnel cutting every hand, every voice. The tunnel
lights grew crimson, and the voices started screaming. Ghastly faces of familiar people started

revealed himself to me. Lightning struck on my sword as I raised it up. The light at the end of the
tunnel died down, the voices were gone, and what laid in front of my eyes was just the beach
where I was before. Meanwhile, I turn around to see Kami one more time, but I only saw
Shinigami smiling.
him, I spat and
swore till I reached the depths of its robes. I smashed my sword downwards, but Shinigami raised
its hands and blocked my sword between his fingers.

me with the winds of Fujin out to the sea.
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Part Three: Kamikaze
I floated on the water surface and stared at the sky. I could still picture the hands of Kami

into the hands of death, and now I am invited to suffer with those who have failed to follow

the distance, I could see two dragons twisting and turning. They flew with no wings nor feathers.
With them flying towards me, I drew my sword, preparing for the battle that lies ahead of me.
The dragons roared a foreign language.
The dragons circled around me, closing the circle smaller and smaller almost like they are
taunting me. One rose up to the skies and slammed down in an attempt to swallow me. I slid its

stench of year old wet wood. The dragon cried blood. I climbed up the other dragon and ran up

so it did, the dragon let out this ball of fire onto the other dragon. My eyes closed - I heard men
yelling. I heard the sound of wood burning, and water crashing. I opened my eyes to a waging
war between two boats. In front of me was a lit canon aimed at the opposite boat.
I feel my whole body being pulled down to the ground like a bull stepping on a feather, I
to lay down and rest for a bit. Falling down I slumped on the cannon
accidentally aiming at a Mongolian soldier. Thunk. A ball launched out the cannon blowing up
the whole boat. I fell off the boat sinking into the salty water. I saw not hundreds but thousands
of Mongols. The waves washed me up to the shore, coincidentally my sword stood in front of
me. I couldn't take this crap any longer, I had to stay for the night. Without moving an inch I
slept on the rough sand.
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that were really Kami, that is.

long. Shinigami was wrong. You, you will be greater, greater than any ruler or warrior. Be

anymore. Is Shinigami even real? Is our great Kami even real?

and I got the feeling this is the last time I will ever hold this katana. I turned around and saw
black dust flow with the wind. There stood Shinigami waiting for me with his arms open. It
opened its mouth and screamed at me. I ran like the wind. My eyes gazed at death itself,

prayed.
I was now in front of shinigami, I slashed my sword in front. Shinigami dodged and
jumped on a branch laughing. He jumped off leaning backwards, looking at me. Still laughing he
disappeared and appeared behind me.
our
scars. I was growing more and more desperate every time I moved my arm. I pretty much just
wobbled my sword around. Gha! What was that? Did I land a hit? I turned around and saw
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ecessary, haha, so
foolish of me. I laid my hand on the shoulder of Shinigami.

Shinigami disappeared in ashes. Not even seconds later, my stomach felt funny. It felt like there's
something crawling inside of it. I looked down and ashes forming in front of it. The ashes turned
into a blade of shadows stabbing through me. I held the blade and looked behind me. I saw
Shinigami's face, his own very face, which was just smoke? I swayed my thoughts of fear away.
This was it, this is my only opportunity to get him at least once before I go. I raised my sword
above my head and pushed it into my stomach as well. I kneeled in defeat.

was the calm seas.

I saw a dragon fly by as it pulled a great wave with a thin string. I stood up with two swords in
my stomach. I started running and running. Eventually, the wave caught up to me.

basically clinging on to my dear life. The wave died down - but no, another wave came in from
the opposites. I grabbed onto the soil again, but this time I had no more strength to survive this
one. I gave up and went down on both knees, with my arms both open I accepted that this was
it.
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Epilogue: 7 Year journey
A tree sapling rose from soil and soul where the slayer rested, but no light dared to shine
upon it nor did anyone approach it. The tree sapling didn't grow at all. A year has passed and a
flock of birds visited the cursed ground. The birds then tended the tree supplying it with water
and fertilizer. Two years have passed and the tree grew tall as the heavens but it bared no fruit nor
leaves. Three years have passed and the flock birds returned now using the tree as shelter, they
decorated it with leaves and flowers. On the seventh year, the tree would shelter all kinds of
animals, both prey and predator alike. Later on, the tree was satisfied and shined light all over the
world, inviting everything and everyone to come and relax in paradise. Some came but some
didn't dare to set foot on it because the tree grew from roots of blood, lead, and steel.

Sophie Wetzel
On the corner of two vacant streets, in a town too small to be important, laid a small cafe.
The cafe was small and clean, a sense of comfort overcoming those who stepped inside. It was
quite popular, welcoming many inhabitants of the surrounding neighborhood everyday it had its
door open. But as the next Sunday came to begin, the cafe was quite as it always was on this day,
void of people and noise, clean and tidy. The midday sunshine shone through the clear windows,
spreading a soft light over the dark cafe. Soon the clock on the wall struck a new minute, 11:50 it
read.
At this exact moment, a figure opened the door, and looked around with a sense of
quickness. After seeing no one around, he closed the door, walked into the cafe, and slowly
moved to sit in the corner booth, away from the light of the sun. Sitting down, adjusted his black
beanie and the long strawberry-blonde hair underneath it. Looking over towards the unmoving
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door, he sighed and look down at his hands. After even his hands began to bore him, he began to
pick at the candle and flowers at the center of the table, arms folded as he leaned over it.

silence of the space now broke.
After what felt like days, the man sat up as he felt a presence approach the booth where he
sat, the clock reading 11:59. Looking up to great her, the man quickly shuffled out of the booth
and extended his arms towards the woman in front of him. Raising an eyebrow, the woman
pulled him into a hug. After a few seconds, the two pulled apart, moving to sit on opposite sides
of the booth. The man leaned back onto the table, picking at the white and pink roses in the
display.

firmly, breaking the silence once again.
The man raised his head up, a bored expression plastered across his face as he started across
the booth. The woman across from him started back, her gaze piercing and powerful. The tension
rose quickly before falling just as quick, as the woman reached out her left hand and touched the
candle wick with her pointer finger. A small flame sparked out of nothing, light up the black
booth. The flame flicked for a few seconds before staying still.
with mockery sealing through
his words, raising his head once again to make eye contact with the person across from him.
The woman retracted her hand slowly, before placing it on the table with force. Her dark
blue eyes burning into the light blue ones across from her.
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was the best 12 minutes and

As the banter between the two continued and they became more and more distracted
from the world, the cafe door slowly opened and a smaller figure opened the peaked its head
towards the bickering pair. What he saw as very normal by his standards, petals floating in the air,
a lit candle flickering without a reason, silverware slowly turning by itself to face the person on
the other side of the table, and the glowing bodies of two people. Seeing the obvious debate the
two were in, the figure slowly shut the door, and quietly walked over to the booth.
Sensing a third presence in the room, the two in the booth looked over to see someone
watching them with amusement shining in their amber eyes. Then it all stopped. The petals
slowly floated down from the sky, the candle wick stayed burning bright, the silverware stopped
doing circles, and the glowing presence faded away. Laughter began to echo around the cafe as
the standing man clutched his chest and crocheted down, tears forming in his eyes. The other two
stared at him with a glint in their eyes, as he finally calmed down and stood up fully, only to jump
into the booth besides the woman. The clock behind him read 12:05.

eyed man stated, amusement present in his voice.
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erjected before the conversation could

The strawberry-blonde across from her snorted in amusement, before returning to pick at
the flower petals in front of him. The amber eyed man shook his head, light brown curls falling
into his eyes and circular glasses sliding down his nose.
s straight to the

eyed one said causing two different reactions from the other, one of laughter and one of a scowl.

Laughter began to echos throughout the cafe once more, as the two men present toppled
over, gasping for air and tears in their eyes. The woman sat there with a frown on her face, than
slowly began to turn into a smirk as she too began to laugh at her previous statement. She took of
her glasses to wipe the small tears leaving her smiling eyes, looking at he the two men infront of
her rolling over with laughter and smiling from ear to ear.
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After clam swept over them after a few minutes, the three began to feel agitated and began
to side-eye the door every few seconds. After some more time passe, the curly haired man
became bored, amber eyes becoming heavy with sleep.

be, having to f

The door opened, clock reading 12:20, as a woman shuffled into the cafe, her bright
green eyes scanning the scene in front of her. As she walked over towards the booth in the
corner, the seated three shuffled out of the booth without a word and stood in front of the
approaching woman.

arms in a warming jester, pulling the others into a group hug. They stayed like that for a few
minutes, before letting go of each other, smiles now plastered on all of their lightly freckled faces.
It may look strange to others, seeing the four of them together, but to them, it was normal and it
was everything. It was beautiful.
After all of their eyes met, their thoughts connected, and their hearts felt one another. As
one, they slowly moved back into the booth, eyes full of joyful tears and smile lines prominent.
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As they all began to lean into their seats and a comfortable aura settled around, the newest
newcomer spoke, opening the ears of the other three people gathered.

face before turning her head to look at the other gathered at the now brighter booth. She snapped
her fingers and grabbed the dinner roll in front of her, then grabbed a knife and began spreading
butter all across it, before stuffing her mouth with the bread.
issi got on my case a few days ago about not feeding the
cat again. She also said that I need to work on my pronunciation again. Apparently it sound like a

back, slowly cutting the warm sandwich on his plate with a knife.

better than you will ever be. You should have her teach you Dutch too, but you struggle enough
with learning another language anyway. Same with you and German Mal, have Addie teach you a

The amber eyed man scoffed at the statement, mumbling under his breath about it being

hair man added, finally speaking up and drawing his attention away from his stack of pancakes.

the fancy salad on the table.
on trying to make up with them, but it didn't go very well. Charlotte was at
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The other three hummed and nodded in response, agreeing with the other. Silence crept
into the booth slowly as the mood began to darken once again. The four people gathered at the
corner booth looked at each other, uncertain of what to say and when to say it. After a few
seconds of quiet, a voice broke the sleepy aura that had settled in the cafe, coming from the
youngest.

with
curiosity in his eyes, waiting for a response of anytype, good or bad.

orth it, seeing the smiles
on their faces and the happiness in the air. Imagine that scene, it seems beautiful and it seems so

-blonde, ending the
conversation as soon as it had started. He suddenly stood up and walked out of the cafe, looking
back only to nod at the other three that were following him, standing and walking out of the
booth towards the door.
As the last person walked out the door, she stopped. The blonde woman turned around
and snapped her fingers, and everything in the cafe went back to how it should of been. Satifished
with the layout of the cafe, she turned around and shut the door quietly. The clock read 1:00, the
sun rising to its highest point shining across the blue and cloudy sky, lighting up the usually dark
Sunday cafe scene that had become so very common on that day. The four individuals made eye
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contact for the last time before turning away from each other, each heading in their own
directions, down their own paths. And just like that, the world started moving, life returning to
the casual way it was. The streets lit up with light and color, like something that was holding it
back had been overcome.
After that day, everything seems to move so fast. The days began to pass quicker and
quicker, the colors around the small nameless cafe began to change. From pinks and purples to
oranges and reds to whites to greens and yellows, season by season, year by year. The area began
to age, streets becoming more quiet and worn down as each season past. The cafe kept its
popularity with the locals, soon becoming available every day instead of six. The world slowly
began to change too as the years slowly passed, until the world stood still once again like before.
It was in that same town, on that same street corner, in the same small, comfy cafe that lit up the
area around it.

On a bright Friday, the cafe sat there between its two street corners, people shuffling in
and out. The smell of warm food and refreshing drinks travelling down the block. That day, in
the large back corner booth, across from the ticking clock, sat two people. A man sat on the right,
strawberry-blonde hair tied back and bangs covering his baby blue eyes and freckled face. Across
from him, on the left, sat a woman. Her eyes a cold chocolate brown, hair straight blonde with
dark roots and bangs, mole below her right eye adding to her looks. They sat there in quiet, the
man eating a warm toasted sandwich and the woman drink a warm dark coffee decorated with
cream and designs. Between them sat a beautiful display, colorful with autumn decor, pumpkins,
leaves, and even corn. The man looked over at the opposite wall, clock reading 11:50. He turned
back to the woman across from him, their eyes meeting. She placed her cup down, half-full,
stood up with care, and walked over to man across from her, who stared at her with curiosity and
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wonder. She reached for the napkin on the table near the silverware, grabbing it, and slowly
reaching down to wipe the sauce from his face. She placed the napkin down again and moved
back to her seat, shuffling back into her seat across from the man, satisfied with her work. To the
side of the booth, down a small hallway, a small figure waddled down the hallway. Dirty-blonde
hair sweeping around her, warm mocha eyes sparkling with excitement she ran as fast as she could
to the booth where the couple sat. She stopped in front of the booth, crawling into the seat by
the woman, becoming entranced with the pink strawberries in front of her and began to gorge
them up.

The man smiled at the interactions between the two, the sight warming his heart even
more. Noticing the glowing smile from the young girl, he thought and more strawberries
appeared in from of her, a shriek of joy widening his smile more than before.

stuff her mouth with the ripe strawberries, savoring every bite.
The man laughed loudly at the sight while the woman let out a defeated chuckle, rubbing

there in silence, enjoying the quiet company of each other. People began to walk in and out of
the cafe, the fast pace of their footsteps creating an echo of melody that blended perfectly with the
quiet chatter of the neighboring booths and seats scattered throughout the cafe. As the clock
struck 11:59, a new figure entered the cafe, long coat whisking behind them as the cold breeze
filled the cafe,
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booth occupied by three, heels clicking to the rhythm of her walk, she was stopped by someone
halfway there.

The two figures, one small, the other tall, walked towards the booth where they were
both greeted with affectionate hugs and warm hearts. Small chatter began between the blonde and
the brunette woman, both sets of eyes glistening with tears and sparkling with happiness, as they
sat down together, the youngest now sitting with the man across from them.

As the conversation between the two women became more engaging, the man and young
girl across from them became immersed within their own world, playing carefully with the
abundant amounts of food in front of them. Laughter filled the booth as happiness surrounded
them.
As the clock struck 12:05, the cafe became quiet except for the shuffle ping feet of people
moving entering the cafe. At this time, four new figures entered the cafe, holding hands in a silent
gesture of trust. The young girl noticed them, crawling out of the booth and running towards the
new figures, bright light filling the cafe, warming the chilly air around them.

crawling into the seat next to her.
Following slowly behind them was another young girl, brown hair and blue eyes staring at
the figure in front of her, like a mirror looking back at themselves. Behind her, two taller figures
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sat next to each other in the booth, the brunette man conversing with the the others across from
him while the woman next to him began a cheerful conversation with the others. The children
controlled by the food in front of them, stuffing their faces with the warm sandwich and drinks
that the cafe had brought.
As the minutes passed by like seconds, a final three figures entered the cafe, a smaller one
between, walking with a grove in his step. As the clock as at the minute of 12:20, the three
walked over to the booth, blonde hair shining in the midday sun next to the dark red, warmth
peeking through in highlights. They walked towards the corner booth, and sat down becoming
imetenly immersed into the conversations present, of food and of love.
All of them gathered there were happy, for love, for family, for friends. As the hours
passed the conversation grew brighter, laughter filling the booth in the back corner. Even into the
late hours of the night when everyone else had left, the group was still there, a warm light
surrounding them all. A light that would shine for generations to come, through the ages to
follow. As the conversation began to end, and the people shuffled out of the booth, they all stood
together, hand in hand, heart with heart, before they all disappeared with a dim flash of light. But
the warmth was still there, the memories still strong, the bonds never to be broken. The cafe
stayed bright after that day, the town never having bad weather or even a bad thought. All thanks
to that light, that spark, that feeling of all those people together. A feeling that put smiles on faces,
and filled eyes with joy. A feeling that would never fade for ages.
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